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Ekecutive Summary 

Purpose Millions of workers are exposed while on the job to some of over 
660,000 different chemical products. If mishandled, many of these 
chemicals can cause serious illness and injury. The results are substan- 
tial medical costs and lost production to the American economy annu- 
ally, as well as pain and suffering to workers and their families. The 
Hazard Communication Standard (HCS), established by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to address these effects, 
requires that employees receive information and training concerning 
chemical hazards in their workplaces. 

Because of their concern over HCS'S economic impact on the operations 
of small businesses, the Chairmen of the Senate Committee on Small 
Business and the House Subcommittee on Exports, Tax Policy, and Spe- 
cial Problems requested that GAO assess the (1) extent of compliance 
with HCS, particularly among small employers and employers in nonman- 
ufacturing industries, (2) adequacy of OSHA'S efforts to inform small 
employers about their responsibilities under HCS, and (3) adequacy of 
OSHA'S strategy in overseeing the informational accuracy and clarity of 
material safety data sheets (MSDSS) required by the standard. 

To answer these questions, GAO conducted a national survey of construc- 
tion, manufacturing, and personal services employers. GAO also obtained 
and analyzed OSHA inspection data for fiscal years 1989 and 1990, and 
reviewed OSHA’S inspection policies and procedures for ensuring the 
informational quality of MsDss. 

Background OSHA is the principal federal agency governing workplace health and 
safety, setting mandatory safety and health standards, inspecting work- 
sites, and citing employers for violations. The HCS, issued by OSHA in 
1983, requires the identification of workplace chemical hazards and the 1, 
communication of this information to employees. Initially, the standard 
applied only to manufacturing industries, but in August 1987, OSHA 
extended HCS to nonmanufacturing industries. 

Under HCS, chemical manufacturers and importers must perform a 
hazard evaluation-evaluate each chemical substance they produce or 
import to determine if it is hazardous. For a chemical determined to be 
hazardous to workers if used in the workplace, the firm must prepare an 
MSDS detailing its properties and hazards and precautions for its safe use 
and handling. HCS allows considerable latitude in preparing data sheets, 
including the language and format used, but specifies the information to 
be included. 
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Manufacturers and importers also must label the chemical’s container 
and provide the MSDS with the initial shipment of the chemical to 
employers. Employers using hazardous chemicals are required to 
develop a written hazard communication program describing how they 
will meet HCS'S requirements. They must maintain a current file of MSDSS 
for the chemicals they use in their business and make this file accessible 
to employees. In addition, they are responsible for training employees in 
the safe handling and use of hazardous chemicals. 

Typically, OSHA reviews MSDSS for their accuracy after the chemical man- 
ufacturer has distributed them to employers. When it detects an inaccu- 
rate MSDS at a worksite, OR-IA generally sends a letter to the 
manufacturer requesting correction. If the manufacturer fails to do so, 
OSHA then inspects the manufacturer, limiting the inspection to the 
hazard evaluation process for the specific MSDS. 

CBHA plans to ask for public comment in 1992 on the need for HCS revi- 
sions. The agency also is considering establishing a toll-free HCS informa- 
tion hot line some time in fiscal year 1992. 

Results in Brief Both 06~~ and GAO found a substantial number of employers out of com- 
pliance with HCS, especially small employers-those with fewer than 20 
employees. OSHA inspections of worksites selected because of accidents, 
complaints, or the hazardousness of their industry found 26 percent of 
all inspected worksites out of compliance with at least one HCS require- 
ment. Small employers had the highest out-of-compliance rate within 
each major industry group analyzed. In surveying a random sample of 
employers, GAO found 68 percent of small employers and 52 percent of 
all employers to be out of compliance with key requirements of HCS. 

Many small employers know little or nothing about HCS. About 29 per- 
cent of all small employers indicated little or no awareness of HCS. Of 
those small employers who were aware of HCS, 39 percent did not know 
that employers with 10 or fewer employees had to comply with it. 

Small employers may be unaware because they have less contact with 
OSHA, the primary HCS information source of large employers--those with 
600 employees or more. OSHA’S small-employer outreach strategy makes 
use of trade associations. Although small employers cited trade associa- 
tions as a primary source of HCS information, many do not belong to 
these groups. Small employers said better distribution of OSHA printed 
materials would increase small employer awareness of HCS. 
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OSHA rarely reviews hazard evaluations performed by chemical manu- 
facturers and importers, although studies suggest that many MSDSS con- 
tain inaccurate information. Moreover, 66 percent of employers who 
received MSDSS said that most are too technical for the typical worker to 
understand. 

Principal Findings 

Small Employers M 
Likely to Be Out of 
Compliance 

:ore From its own survey data, GAO estimates that 62 percent of all 
employers in construction, manufacturing, and personal services did not 
comply with the training, data sheet, or labeling requirements of HCS. 
Among small employers, about 68 percent were out of compliance, com- 
pared with 20 percent of large employers (see p, 18). OSHA'S inspection 
data for fiscal years 1989 and 1990 also show that small worksites are 
more likely to be out of compliance. For example, small manufacturing 
worksites, at 41 percent, had the highest out-of-compliance rate of any 
group, compared with 19 percent for large manufacturing worksites (see 
p.16). 

Small Employers Less Among small employers, some 29 percent reported little or no awareness 

Likely to Be Aware of HCS of HCS, compared with about 2 percent of large employers. Lack of famil- 
iarity with OSHA may be the cause-about 45 percent of all small 
employers reported no contact with @WA, compared with 7 percent of 
large employers (see p.23). 

Small Employers Identify 
Helpful Outreach Options 

About 57 percent of small employers believed that better distribution of L 
printed HCS information from OSHA would be very helpful in informing 
employers about HCS. The single most important source of such informa- 
tion for small employers was trade associations, which CBHA uses to dis- 
tribute information on HCS. However, employer representatives estimate 
that up to 60 percent of all small employers are not members of trade 
associations and OSHA may find it difficult to identify nonmember 
employers (see p.22). One way to facilitate better outreach to small 
employers would be to add to the MSDS itself information about OSHA and 
IICS requirements and how to obtain more printed material about them. 
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OSHA Procedures to 
Monitor MSDSs Weak 

When OSHA reviews MSIHS, it is generally after their distribution to 
employers. Thus, the agency is unlikely to detect systemic problems in 
the way manufacturers and importers perform hazard evaluations and 
prepare MSDSS on hazardous chemicals. Some such problems may exist, 
recent studies show, For example, an OSHA-contracted report of Sep- 
tember 1988 concluded that most of the 196 data sheets sampled were 
either incomplete or inadequate, especially regarding information on 
certain types of health hazards (see p.32). 

MSDSs Seen as Too 
Complicated 

Fifty-five percent of all employers who received MSDSS told GAO that 
they believe all or almost all of them were too technical for the typical 
employee (p.28). This is consistent with studies finding that many MSDSS 
are written in language far above the average worker’s reading ability. 

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Secretary of Labor direct OSHA to revise the 
Hazard Communication Standard to 

. specify that developers of MSDSS include on each data sheet a brief 
description of employer responsibilities under the standard, and 

. address the problem of employers’ and employees’ inability to under- 
stand the MSDSS by clearly specifying the language and presentation of 
information to be used on MSDSS. 

If OSHA establishes a toll-free hot line for HCS, GAO recommends that it 
require the hot-line number to be included on the MSDSS. 

To improve the accuracy of MSDSS, GAO also recommends that OSHA 
develop a more effective strategy for inspecting the hazard evaluation 
process used by manufacturers and importers. GAO has identified 4 
approaches OSHA should consider to accomplish this (see pp.34-36). 

Agency Comments Although GAO requested written comments from the Department of 
Labor, none were provided. However, GAO met with agency officials to 
obtain their views, which are addressed in the report as appropriate. In 
addition, GAO requested written comments from the Small Business 
Administration, which also did not provide them. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Millions of workers are exposed while on the job to some of over 
660,000 different chemical products. If mishandled, many of these 
chemicals can cause serious illness and injury. The results are substan- 
tial medical costs and lost production to the American economy annu- 
ally, as well as pain and suffering to workers and their families. To 
address these problems, the Occupational Safety and Health Administra- 
tion (OSHA) established in 1983 the Hazard Communication Standard 
(HCS), which requires that employees receive information and training 
on the chemical hazards in their workplaces. 

As currently designed, however, HCS has been criticized as inappropriate 
for achieving these objectives. Some business representatives contend 
that workers often cannot readily understand or use the information 
disseminated under the standard. In addition, business representatives 
have alleged that OSHA has not effectively reached out to the employer 
community, especially small employers, to inform them of their respon- 
sibilities under the standard. In recognition of these objections, the 
Chairmen of the Senate Committee on Small Business and the Subcom- 
mittee on Exports, Tax Policy, and Special Problems, House Small Busi- 
ness Committee, asked that we assess OSHA'S Hazard Communication 
Standard. 

Background 
- 

The Congress enacted the ‘Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 
with the goal of assurind “so far as possible every working man and 
woman in the Nation safe and healthful working conditions.” The act 
marked the first comprehensive, nationwide regulatory program to pre- 
vent workplace injuries and illnesses. 

Under the law, employers in the private sector must furnish employ- 
ment and a place of employment free from recognized hazards that 
cause or are likely to cause serious physical harm or death to workers, 
and to follow occupational safety and health standards. Also, each 
worker is required to follow occupational safety and health standards, 
as well as all regulations and orders issued under the act that are appli- 
cable to the worker’s own action and conduct. 

4 

To administer the act, the Secretary of Labor established the Occupa- 
tional Safety and Health Administration. Today, OSHA is the principal 
federal agency governing workplace health and safety, setting manda- 
tory safety and health standards, inspecting worksites, and citing 
employers for violations. It covers over 85 million workers in about 6 
million worksites. 
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The act also authorizes the states to develop and operate their own 
safety and health programs; currently 21 states and 2 territories do so. 
In two additional states, state-operated programs cover state public 
employees, with the federal OSHA responsible for private-sector enforce- 
ment (see fig. 1.1). OSHA approves, monitors, and evaluates the state pro- 
grams and may fund up to 60 percent of the cost of their operations. In 
total, about 2,100 federal and state compliance officers conduct more 
than 136,000 safety and health inspections annually. 
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of States Under Federal OSHA and those With State-Operated Safety and Health Programs (1991) 

I Federal OSHA Enforcement 

State Enforcement (NY, CT have public sector programs only) 

Hazard Communication 
Standard Promulgated in 
1983 

When the Congress passed the Occupational and Safety Act of 1970, it 
specified that any safety or health standard issued by OSHA “shall pre- 
scribe the use of labels or other appropriate forms of warning as are 
necessary to insure that employees are apprised of all hazards to which 
they are exposed, relevant symptoms and appropriate emergency treat- 

” ment, and proper conditions and precautions of safe use or exposure.” 
Thus, OSHA'S involvement in requiring the employer identification of 
workplace chemical hazards and the communication of chemical hazard 

4 
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information to employees began almost with its establishment as an 
agency. 

In 1976, an OSHA advisory committee recommended that the agency clas- 
sify and rank chemical hazards as well as make stipulations for labels, 
material safety data sheets (MSDSS), and training programs for all 
workers. @WA proposed a regulation governing the labeling of hazardous 
chemicals in 1981, but it was soon withdrawn. In 1983, OSHA promul- 
gated HCS on the premise that workers have both a need and a right to 
know the identities and hazards of chemicals they work with, as well as 
the associated protective measures. Initially, the standard applied to 
only employers in the manufacturing industries. However, in 1985 the 
U.S. Court of Appeals ruled that OSHA could not exclude workers in non- 
manufacturing industries. In addition, the court directed OSHA to modify 
the standard so that it applied to nonmanufacturing industries as well, 
unless OSHA could show that it was not feasible to do so. In September 
1987, OSHA did so, requiring all covered employers in the nonmanufac- 
turing industries to be in compliance with HCS by May 1988. 

Requirements of 
Hazard Commun 
Standard 

the 
.ication 

HCS first requires the identification of chemical hazards by chemical pro- 
ducers. Under HCS, chemical manufacturers/importers must perform a 
hazard evaluation of each chemical substance they produce or import. 
For each chemical deemed hazardous to workers if used in the work- 
place, the firm must prepare an MSDS providing details on its properties 
and hazards and its safe use and handling. In addition, manufacturers 
and importers must label the chemical’s container and provide an MSDS 
with the initial shipment of the chemical to employers. 

For employers who use hazardous chemicals in the workplace, HCS also 
specifies responsibilities. They must (1) develop a written hazard com- 6 
munication program describing how they will meet the standard’s 
requirements, (2) maintain a file of MSDSS for the chemicals they use in 
their business and make it accessible to workers, and (3) train workers 
about HCS and precautions in the safe handling and use of hazardous 
chemicals. OSHA compliance officers are required to monitor worksites 
for HCS compliance in every inspection they conduct. 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 

determine (1) the extent of compliance with HCS, particularly among 
small employers and employers in nonmanufacturing industries; (2) the 
adequacy of OSHA'S efforts to inform small employers about their 
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responsibilities under HCS; and (3) the adequacy of OSHA'S strategy in 
overseeing the informational accuracy and clarity of material safety 
data sheets required by the standard. 

To meet our review objectives, we conducted a national survey of con- 
struction, manufacturing, and personal services employers. We also 
obtained and analyzed OSHA inspection data for the fiscal years 1989 
and 1990 and reviewed OSHA’S inspection policies and procedures for 
ensuring the informational quality of MSDSS. 

For the national survey, we randomly selected employers to be nation- 
ally representative of employers in each industry group and in each of 
three size categories.’ We mailed 1,984 questionnaires to employers 
throughout the United States. After adjustments for employers not 
meeting our criteria, such as those no longer in operation, those self- 
employed with no employees, or those in incorrect industries, we tallied 
1,120 responses for a 77-percent response rate (see app. I). 

We compiled and analyzed the responses to determine the out-of- 
compliance rate for employers of different sizes. The responses also per- 
mitted insight into the effect of OSHA'S outreach efforts and the quality 
and usefulness of MSDSS. Appendix I provides more detail on our sam- 
pling methodology and the techniques used in analyzing the data. 
Appendix II shows the entire questionnaire and appendix III, the ques- 
tions we used to obtain data for the figures used throughout the report2 

In addition, we analyzed OSHA state safety and health inspection data for 
fiscal years 1989-90 for employers out of compliance. These data were 
obtained from OSHA’S Integrated Management Information System (IMIS), 
which contains information from various OSHA and state documents, 
including individual worksite inspection reports. IMIS includes data on & 
the name, industry, and location of each establishment; size of the 
workforce; characteristics of inspections, violations, and associated pen- 
alties; and workplace accidents.3 We selected fiscal years 1989 and 1990 
to review as they are the first full years that all nonmanufacturing 
employers covered by OSHA had to comply with HCS. For these years, the 

‘Small employers having fewer than 20 employees; medium-sized employers, between 20 and 499 
employees, and large employers, 600 or more employees. We used the same definitions of employer 
worksite size in analyzing OSHA inspection data. 

‘Responses not summarized in this report will be discussed in a subsequent repor& to the requestors. 

3Lacking complete data for seven states (Alaska, California, Hawaii, Minnesota, Oregon, Waahington, 
and Wyoming), we excluded them from our analysis. 
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IMIS data base records over 200,000 inspections for federal OSHA and the 
state-operated health and safety programs included in our analysis. (For 
further information on the IMIS data base, see app. IV.) 

Addressing the requestors’ concerns about OSHA outreach efforts, we 
examined agency materials and interviewed OSHA officials and knowl- 
edgeable state and non-osHA federal agency officials. To determine 
~~HA'S efforts to inform small employers about HCS, we reviewed agency 
correspondence, outreach materials, and other documents concerning 
OSHA'S outreach activities. Among those we interviewed were 

. officials from OSHA'S Philadelphia Regional Office and Office of Informa- 
tion and Consumer Affairs and Labor’s Office of the Solicitor; 

. the director of Pennsylvania’s Consultation Program, which provides 
assistance, under OSHA auspices, to employers on a variety of health and 
safety issues, including HCS; and 

l officials from state safety and health agencies (New Jersey, Maryland, 
Washington, and Oregon), federal agencies (the Environmental Protec- 
tion Agency and the Immigration and Naturalization Service), and sev- 
eral trade associations to determine the types of HCS outreach programs 
conducted by other organizations. 

To assess how OSHA determines the informational quality of MSDSS, we 
reviewed agency procedures regarding HCS enforcement and literature 
on “right-to-know” issues,4 and interviewed agency officials and outside 
experts. After reviewing OSHA’S inspection policies and procedures to 
determine how it maintains oversight of the preparation and distribu- 
tion of MSDSS, we analyzed these procedures to identify potential 
problems. We interviewed OSHA officials in regulatory compliance, regu- 
latory analysis, and standard-setting activities, as well as several offi- 
cials who helped develop and promulgate the standard. In addition, we b 
consulted with an industrial hygienist and a research chemist having 
experience dealing with HCS issues. We conducted our review from 
March 1990 to July 1991 in accordance with generally accepted govern- 
ment auditing standards. 

4The Hazard Communication Standard is sometimes referred in the media as OSHA’s right-k&now 
regulation. Except in our survey questionnaire and where otherwise noted, we refer to the regulation 
as the Hazard Communication Standard or HCS. 
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Substantial Number of Employers 
Found To Be Out of Compliance With 
Hazard Communication Standard 

A substantial number of employers, especially small employers, is out of 
compliance with the Hazard Communication Standard, both our analysis 
of OSHA inspection data for fiscal years 1989 and 1990 and our 1991 
national survey show. About one-fourth of all inspected worksites were 
out of compliance, according to OSHA, with small worksites having the 
highest out-of-compliance rate within each major industry group. Our 
survey of employers in three industry groups found over 68 percent of 
the small employers out of compliance with key HCS requirements. 

One-Fourth of Of the worksites inspected in fiscal years 1989 and 1990,26 percent 

Inspected Worksites 
were out of compliance with HCS, according to OSHA safety and health 
inspection data.’ Across industries, the manufacturing sector had the 

Out of Compliance, highest out-of-compliance rate at 36 percent, while rates for construc- 

OSHA Finds tion (23 percent) and retail trade/wholesale trade/services (27 percent) 
were lower.2 

Within the three major industry groups, small worksites had the highest 
out-of-compliance rate, large worksites the lowest. Small manufacturing 
worksites had the highest out-of-compliance rate (41 percent) compared 
with 19 percent for large manufacturing worksites and a low of 16 per- 
cent for large construction worksites (see fig. 2.1). 

‘We define the out-of-compliance rate as the number of inspections where OSHA or state-operated 
health and safety programs detected at least one violation of any provision of HCS, as a percentage of 
all federal OSHA and state inspections. 

2These three industry groups comprise 87 percent of all inspections conducted during FY 1989-90. 
Because personal services worksites alone accounted for less than 3 percent of all inspections, we 
used the broader category of wholesale/retail trade/services, which accounted for 14 percent of all 
inspections. The remaining “other” category includes inspections of government sites and those in 
industries such as transportation and communications. 
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c!lapter 2 
Subtantial Number of Employers 
Found To Be Chat of Compliance With 
Hazard Communication Standard 

Flgure 2.1: Workrites Out of Compliance 
With HCS, by Industry Oroup and 
Workrlte 81~0, OSHA Inspection Data 60 Porch of Work&e8 Out of Compliance 

(FY 1989-90) 

0 

Conotructlon Wholosalo/Rotall 
Traddswvltr 

Indutiry Group 

Fewer Than 20 Employees 

20 to 403 Employees 

500 or More Employees 

- All Worksites 

Higher Out-Of- 
Compliance Rates 
Detected by 
GAO Survey 

industries-construction, manufacturing, and personal services3 - 
found substantial numbers of employers out of compliance with HCS, 6 

especially among small employers. However, our data-based on a sci- 
entifically selected random sample of employers-showed greater num- 
bers out of compliance than OSHA detected. This difference may be 
explained in part by the differences in the two groups of data. 

3Although OSHA definitions for construction and manufacturing employers and ours are identical, 
our definition of personal services-which comprises employers from Standard Industrial Classifica- 
tion (SIC) codes 73 and 7576-is narrower than the OSHA category of wholesale/retail trade/ser- 
vices. See app. I and IV. 
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We defined the out-of-compliance rate as the percentage of employers 
who said they had received an MSDS,~ yet described being out of compli- 
ance with one or more of the three HCS requirements about which we 
askeda These were requirements to 

. maintain a hard copy or computerized file of MSDSS on most or all prod- 
ucts that contain hazardous substances the (the MSDS requirement); 

. provide training on the safe handling and use of hazardous chemicals 
(the HCS training requirement), and 

l maintain container labels that clearly indicate the identity of the sub- 
stance and warn of its hazards for most or all of the products for which 
the employer has an MSDS (the labeling requirement). 

Of small employers who reported receiving MSDSS, almost 58 percent 
failed to comply with at least one requirement, compared with about 
20 percent of large employers and about 62 percent of all employers 
with MSLHS (see fig. 2.2). As in the OSHA inspection data, small employers 
had the largest out-of-compliance rate within each industry group (see 
fig. 2.3). 

Our analysis of employer survey data shows greater out-of-compliance 
rates than OSHA detected. This difference may be explained in part by 
the differences in the two groups of data. Our survey is a scientifically 
selected random sample of employers in three industry groups. OSHA, in 
contrast, does not randomly select employers for inspections. Instead, it 
directs inspections primarily towards worksites (not employers) where 
there has been (1) the hospitalization of five or more employees or acci- 
dents causing a fatality, or (2) employee complaints, and towards work- 
sites that are in “high hazard” industries. OSHA also tends not to inspect 
worksites with fewer than 10 employees unless there is an accident or 
complaint.0 (See apps. I and IV for additional information.) 

4About half of all employers reported that they had received no MSDB. As many of these employers 
reported the presence of one or more likely workplace chemical hazard groups, their inclusion would 
increase the rate of noncompliance. See apps. I and III. 

6We did not collect information as to whether employers maintained a written hazard communication 
program, a fourth HCS requirement. See apps. I-III. 

“An annual appropriations provision prevents OSHA from doing programmed safety inspections on 
employers with 10 or fewer employees if the employer is in an industry that has a lost-workday 
incident rate below the national average. OSHA has expanded this restriction to any nonconstruction 
employer with 10 or fewer workers. 
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Flgure 2.2: Employer8 Out of Compliance 
With HCS, by Employer She, GAO 
Survey Data (1991) 
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Parcent of Employrn Otd of Compliance 

Figure 2.3: Employerr Out of Compliance 
With HCS, by Induatty Qroup and 
Employer Size, GAO Employer Survey ” 
(1991) 
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OSHA Outreach Efforts Need to Be Expanded 

Millions of the nation’s employers, including a substantial number of 
small employers, have chemicals in the workplace. Yet many employers 
are uninformed about and out of compliance with the Hazard Communi- 
cation Standard. Although OSHA conducts many outreach activities that 
include information about HCS, small employers may be unaware of HCS 
because they have little contact with OSHA. Conceding the problem, OSHA 
officials agree that better ways to inform employers about HCS are 
needed. 

OSHA Outreach 
Strategy Involves 
Trade Organizations 

06~~ understood that the initial implementation of HCS'S requirements 
could appear overwhelming to many employers and that many, espe- 
cially small employers, needed help in complying. Rather than con- 
tatting employeENirectly, OSHA adopted a general outreach strategy 
that makes use of existing trade associations and professional societies 
to distribute information on HC!3 to the broad business community. By 
providing press releases, speeches, and presentations to interested orga- 
nizations, OSHA expects that information about HCS will filter down to 
the individual employers. 

Within this broad strategy, some OSHA outreach activities do focus on 
HCS specifically but most incorporate information about HCS into various 
forms of communication about other health and safety issues, as 
follows: 

l Federal Register/press releases- OSHA publishes official notice of its 
proposed and final regulations, including those involving HCS, in the Fed- 
eral Register, with final regulations subsequently printed in the Code of 
Federal Regulations. In conjunction with this notice, CSHA distributes a 
press release to approximately 6,000 newspapers, trade journals, labor 
groups, and other interested parties. 

. Printed material-osu.4 has prepared several booklets to inform busi- 4 
nesses of their obligations under HCS. Beginning in 1983, the agency 
issued a summary of HCS'S requirements (OSHA Publication #3084),# 
which is revised periodically as necessary. In 1988, OSHA issued a 
booklet (OSHA Publication #3111) containing nonmandatory HCS guide- 
lines to help employers, especially small businesses, comply with HCS. 

. Compliance kit-osu’s compliance kit is a step-by-step reference guide 
for sale to employers and others who request information on complying 
with HCS. The kit contains sample hazard communication programs, 
training records, formats for MSDSS, and instructions for making an 
inventory of hazardous chemicals. 

. Grants-osnA provides annual targeted training grants to help selected 
organizations develop programs to educate employers and employees 
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about 0s~~ standards, including HCS, and workplace hazards and their 
abatement. 

l Consultation programs- The consultation programs provide free on-site 
services primarily to small businesses in high-hazard industries who 
request assistance on health and safety issues, including HCS. The pro- 
grams help firms identify and correct specific hazards, and provide 
guidance in establishing or improving an employer safety and health 
program. OSHA spends approximately $24 million annually for the con- 
sultation programs. 

. HCS personnel-In 1986, OSHA established a regional HCS coordinator for 
each federal region, to help employers comply with HCS. Coordinators 
provide training and presentations to the public on HCS. 

Many Employers However, OSHA’S outreach efforts may fail to reach many employers, 

Remain Uninformed 
,especially small employers. Representatives from the residential con- 
struction, pharmaceutical distribution, and other industry associations 

About HCS Despite have criticized OSHA on this point, and our survey data provide confir- 

OSHA Outreach mation. Because up to 60 percent of all small employers do not belong to 

Efforts 
trade associations and professional societies, they are missed by OSHA 
outreach activities, group representatives point out. Without at least 
some prior awareness of HCS and OSHA, small employers do not request 
assistance or take advantage of other OSHA information sources, such as 
the consultation programs described above. 

Our survey data show that many employers, especially small employers, 
do not know about HCS. Even many small employers who reported 
awareness of it are uninformed about key provisions and requirements. 
Most employers who are aware of HCS get, their information from non- 
OSHA sources, such as chemical manufacturers and trade associations. 
However, employers having contact with OSHA or using ossA-based 1, 

materials indicated greater knowledge about HCS and more compliance 
with it. Small employers reported that better distribution by OSHA of 
printed material informing them about HCS would be most helpful in 
increasing employer awareness of HCS. 

About one-fourth of all employers told us they had little or no aware- 
ness about HCS. Small employers were less aware of HCS than large 
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employers-about 29 percent versus fewer than 2 percent reporting a 
lack of awareness (see fig. 3.1)’ 

Figure 3.1: Level of Employer Awareness 
Concernlng HCS, by Employer Size, QAO 
Employer Survey (1991) Porcont of Employarm Slightly Awm/Unawan at HCS 

30 

Employor 81~0 

- All Employers 

Small employers have less contact with OSHA than other employers. 
About 46 percent of all small employers reported no contact with OSHA, 

compared with less than 7 percent of large employers. Of small 
employers who were unaware of HCS, about 76 percent reported no con- 
tact with OSHA. 

Among small employers who reported at least some awareness of HCS, 

many appeared uninformed about key features of the standard. For 

1 Personal services employers generally were less likely to be aware of HCS than employers in manu- 
facturing and construction. About 23 percent of all construction and 20 percent of all manufacturing 
employers reported little or no awareness about HCS, while 33 percent of personal service employers 
were unaware of the standard. 
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example, 61 percent of all small employers in construction and 63 per- 
cent of those in personal services did not know that HCS requires 
employers in these industries to maintain a written plan describing how 
they will comply with HCS. Furthermore, over 39 percent of all small 
employers did not know that employers with 10 or fewer employees had 
to comply with HCLT2 

Small employers typically get information from sources other than OSHA. 
While over 72 percent of large employers reported using OSHA or CBHA 
material as the primary source to learn about their rights and responsi- 
bilities under HCS, only about 42 percent of small employers did so. In 
contrast, 46 percent of small employers used chemical manufacturers, 
wholesalers, suppliers, distributors, and trade associations as their pri- 
mary HCS source, compared with about 19 percent of large employers 
(see fig. 3.2). 

‘Most small employers had four or fewer employees. These employers may know little about OSHA, 
not just HCS. 
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Figure 3.2: Sourcer of Information on 
H&3, by Employer Size, QAO Employer 
survey ( 1991) 

Pororl 
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11 of Employrm Aware of HCS’ 11 of Employrm Aware of HCS’ 
---- 

‘Employer Slzo 

Other Non-OSHA Sourceb 

Trade Group, Chemical Mfger. Dstrbtor,Whlsler 

OSHA-Related Source” 

aPercent of all employers who said that they were at least “somewhat aware” of HCS. 

bOSHA sources mclude OSHA’s HCS regulation and OSHA pamphlets, inspections, and consultation 
programs. Other non-OSHA sources include public agencies other than OSHA, the Small Business 
Administration, and other unnamed sources. 4 

Of the small employers who were aware of HCS, those using non-osnA- 
based materials indicated less knowledge about HCS. Among small 
employers who did not know key HCS provisions, 61 percent used chem- 
ical manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, and trade associations as 
their primary source to learn about their rights and responsibilities 
under HCS. Small employers who have tried to obtain information on HCS 
reported more difficulties obtaining information than large employers. 
About 26 percent of small employers reported some difficulty getting 
information compared with 12 percent of large employers. 
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Better Outreach 
Needed to Inform 
Small Employers 
About HCS 

Both the significant lack of employer awareness about HCS, especially 
among small employers, and employers’ inability to get information 
could be remedied by improving OSHA’S outreach efforts. Most employers 
report that better distribution of CFXA printed materials would be very 
helpful in improving awareness about HCS. Using the MSDS itself as a 
vehicle to reach out to employers could facilitate better distribution of 
0sHA material. 

Receiving printed material was the option most employers aware of HCS 

said would be most helpful in getting information about the standard. 
Improved distribution of printed HCS information from OSHA would be 
extremely or very helpful in informing employers about HCS, according 
to about 67 percent of all employers and 66 percent of small 
employers- a much higher approval rate than for any other informa- 
tion source. Among those employers who did not know key HCS provi- 
sions, over half would find improved distribution of printed OSHA 

material “extremely helpful or very helpful.” 

While most employers would prefer receiving HCS information directly 
from OSHA, before OSHA can do this it needs to locate them. This is diffi- 
cult because of the turnover in small employer operations6 State- 
operated occupational health and safety programs in Washington and 
Oregon try to overcome the problem by distributing HCS material 
through state licensing agencies. But in states in which OSHA inspects, 
this option might be difficult for it to carry out as it has no authority 
over the state agencies. However, OSHA could still make HCS information 
available to them. 

60ver 26 percent of the small employers we sent a questionnaire were no longer in business. 
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Another way to inform employers about HCS is through use of the MSDS 
itself.3 Although HCS requires the chemical manufacturer or distributor 
to send an MSDS to all employers using a particular chemical, the MSDS 
now contains no information about HCS or the employer’s responsibility 
under the standard. Employers unacquainted with HCS may not know 
what to do with the MSDSS. Putting a brief notice specifying employers’ 
HCS responsibilities on the data sheets themselves may improve 
employer awareness of HCS.4 

Additionally, OSHA could enhance its outreach effectiveness by setting 
up toll-free hot lines, which would provide information to employers, 
and requiring MSDS developers to place the hot-line number on the data 
sheets, Forty-two percent of all employers and small employers said that 
a 24-hour information hot line, staffed by OSHA personnel would be very 
helpful.6 Federal agencies such as the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Environmental Protection 
Agency maintain toll-free hot lines to provide information to employers7 

OSHA officials agreed on the difficulty of reaching employers that do not 
belong to an association and the need to identify sources of information 
for small employers and redirect outreach efforts accordingly. 

30bviously, using the MSDS to inform employers about HCS would not help the estimated 50 percent 
of all employers who do not receive MSDSs. However, the number of employers who report receiving 
no MSDSs may be overstated; many of them are unaware of the standard and may be receiving b 
MSDSs without knowing what they are. 

4For example, the MSDS could include the following notice: 

“This MSDS is being provided to assist you in complying with OSHA’s Hazard Communication 
Standard. As an employer you are responsible for 

. identifying and listing hazardous chemicals in your workplace, 
l obtaining MSDSs and labels for each hazardous chemical, 
l developing and implementing a written hazard communication program, and 
. communicating hazard information to your employees. For additional information, see OSHA publica- 

tion no. 3084.” 

“OSHA is considering the establishing a toll-free HCS hot line in FY 1992, OSHA officials told us. 

‘The Environmental Protection Agency’s toll-free environmental hazards hot line costs approximately 
$8,000 annually plus salary and benefits for two full-time staff members. 
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to Be More Informnative and Accurate 

The Hazard Communication Standard itself provides only general guid- 
ance about the format and content of material safety data sheets, 
allowing manufacturers and importers considerable latitude in their 
preparation, our assessment of OSHA’S efforts to determine MSDS quality 
shows. As a result, many MSDSS are too technical for workers and man- 
agers, affecting their usefulness in informing employers and employees 
about workplace hazards. 

Furthermore, many MSDSS contain inaccurate or incomplete information, 
our survey and other recent studies suggest. OSHA’S system for verifying 
the accuracy and completeness of MSDSS fails to focus on their point of 
origin, which is the manufacturer’s or importer’s hazard evaluation pro- 
cess; rarely does OSHA review such hazard evaluations. Hence, we 
believe that OSHA'S ability to detect inaccurate MSDSS is limited. 

HCS Guidance for 
MSDS Preparation 

HCS requires chemical manufacturers and importers to identify certain 
characteristics of a chemical, including its hazards, as well as recom- 
mended handling precautions and emergency treatment. Within these 
guidelines, MSDSS can vary by the format, sequence, language used, and 
amount of information presented. (See app. VI for more details 
regarding HCS requirements for MSDSS and examples of the variation in 
language and format on MSDSS.) Although OSHA has developed a nonman- 
datory MSDS format, OSHA officials say it is widely ignored by chemical 
manufacturers and importers who develop and distribute MSDSS.' 

MSDSs Criticized as 
Hard to Understand 

Material safety data sheets are hard for both employees and employers 
to understand, they contain too much information, and the important 
information is difficult to pinpoint. These were the most common com- 
plaints made about MSD% by employers responding to our survey. Sev- b 
era1 recent studies, including one done on contract for OSHA, confirm our 
findings that MSDSS present problems related to readability, format, 
jargon, and consistency. 

Fifty-five percent of employers receiving MSDSS reported that they 
believed most MSDSS were too technical for employees to use, and about 
32 percent said most were too technical for management to use as well 
(see fig. 4.1). In general, medium-size and large employers-employers 
who normally receive a larger number of Msnss-were more likely to 

‘One OSHA official said that chemical producers have not used the OSHA MSDS form because they 
cannot fit on it all the information they believe necessary to comply with HCS. 
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report that MSDSS were too technical for employees and management. Of 
the large employers, over 60 percent said that most MSDSS were too tech- 
nical for employees (see app. III). 

Figure 4.1: Employer Views of Material 
Safety Data Sheets, GAO Employer 
survey(l991) 60 Percrnt ot Employer8 Who Rocoived MSDSs 
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Note: Responses are for all or almost all MSDSs received by employers. 

Employers were critical of MSDSS in other ways as well. For example, 
68 percent told us that at least some MSDSS contained too much informa- 
tion while 60 percent said that pertinent information was difficult to 
locate on the sheets. 

In written comments, responding employers expressed these concerns: 

‘6 
. . Make MSDSs understandable to the average person. Most of them are written 

in such a technical manner that you have to be a chemist or physicist to understand 
them . .” (small manufacturing employer). 
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“ 

* . I The average person cannot read and understand MSDSs . . . for it (the MSDS) to 
be of real use to these people, it has got to be less complicated and written in high 
school terms . . .” (medium-sized manufacturing employer). 

. . . One way to improve understanding of chemical hazards is to make the MSDS 
format and terminology more uniform and understandable. In conjunction, explana- 
tions should be provided for the technical terms used in the MSDS.” (a large con- 
struction employer). 

Several recent studies suggest these same conclusions: 

l The Printing Industries of America2 found that a sample of master 
printers, averaging an educational level of 3 years of college, could com- 
prehend accurately only about 66 percent of the information presented 
on the MSDSS. Among other recommendations, the industry group sug- 
gested that the MSDS format and the signs and symbols for vital informa- 
tion used in MSDSS be standardized and that the reading level of MSDSS be 
no higher than 12th grade. 

l Another study3 found MSDSS too lengthy and laden with technical terms 
unfamiliar to most workers and said that many MSIXS fail to include 
information on chronic health effects. Also, MSDSS produced by different 
manufacturers on the same chemical have different information, leaving 
workers to determine which is accurate. 

l KearneyGentaur,4 testing four different MSDS formats for OSHA, found 
many workers unable to understand important information on each MSDS 

format tested. It concluded that MSDSS’ readability, format, and struc- 
ture, in combination with workers’ general literacy and grade reading 
levels, are important factors in workers’ understanding of MSDSS. 

Informational material can be made more readable. In a 1989 report 
addressing similar problems, we listed a number of ways to improve the 
language and design of forms, including the use of “plain English” and 4 
avoiding the passive voice and jargon6 

2Comments of the Printing Industry of America on OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard, Docket 
H-022G, Aug. 13,lQQO. 

“Hadden, S.G.,“Providing Citizens With Information About Health Effeds of Hazardous Chemicals,” 
Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 1989, pp. 628-534. 

4Keamey-Centaur, The Comprehensibility of Material Safety Data Sheets, prepared for OSHA under 
contract no. J-9-F-8-0019, Mar. 1991. 

6Private Pensions: S usal Consent Forma Hard to Read and Lack Important Information 
(GAO/HRD-90-20, gc. 27, 1989). 
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In May 1990, OSHA solicited through the Federal Register comments on 
methods to improve information transmitted on MSDSS and labels. About 
66 percent of the respondents, a substantial portion of them small 
employers and individual workers, favored standardizing the MSDS 
format, a program official said preliminary analysis showed. Working 
from this input and other data, OSHA recently announced that it will 
reevaluate the entire HCS process and ask for public comment beginning 
in January 1992. 

Accuracy and Hazard information that is inaccurate or incomplete is useless-and pos- 

Completeness of 
sibly dangerous to both employers and employees, However, OSHA'S 
system for verifying the accuracy and completeness of MSDSS is vulner- 

MSDSs Also an Issue able, in part because it fails to focus on the point of origin-the hazard 
evaluation process used by chemical manufacturers and importers. Our 
survey and other studies suggest problems with the accuracy of many 
MSDSS. 

For each hazardous chemical they produce or import, HCS requires chem- 
ical manufacturers and importers to obtain or develop MSDSS that reflect 
accurately the information and scientific evidence used in making a 
hazard determination for that chemical. If it becomes aware of any new 
information regarding the hazards of a chemical substance, the manu- 
facturer or importer must revise any MSDS it developed. To enforce com- 
pliance with IICS, OSHA relies on its inspections of both producers of 
hazardous chemicals and employers to provide oversight of the hazard 
evaluations and MSDS accuracy and completeness. (App. V describes 
OSHA'S MSDS inspection procedures.) 

OSHA’s Inspection 
Procedures Fail 
to Track Originators 
of Erroneous MSDSs 

Although MSDS accuracy may be at issue, OSHA lacks an effective process A 

for detecting inaccuracies. Rather than overseeing the accuracy of 
hazard information at the point where the MSDS originates-the MSDS 
hazard evaluation process used by chemical manufacturers and 
importers--osnA generally inspects MSDSS after the manufacturer or 
importer has distributed them to employers. When OSHA inspects a 
chemical manufacturer, the inspection includes only a limited review of 
the MSJISS. In most cases, a compliance officer examines a sample of 
MSDSS at the worksite for obvious inaccuracies. 

And if OSHA does detect an wrong or incomplete MSDS at a worksite, it 
rarely cites the manufacturer or importer that developed it for a viola- 
tion Rather, typically it contacts the manufacturer by letter, asking it to 
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modify the MSDS. If the letter results in a corrected MSDS-and it often 
does-there is no citation. Nor does OSHA maintain or record these let- 
ters in a central depository. Therefore, the agency cannot identify the 
manufacturers or importers who consistently prepare and distribute 
erroneous MSDSS. Only if the manufacturer or importer fails to correct 
the MSDS does OSHA inspect it. Even then, OSHA limits its inspection to the 
hazard evaluation associated with the specific data sheet, rather than 
inspecting the entire hazard evaluation process. This process is unlikely 
to detect systemic problems in the way manufacturers and importers 
conduct hazard evaluations. OSHA issues very few citations for improper 
evaluation processes or inaccurate MSD~S.~ 

Our survey indicates there may be problems with the accuracy of many 
MSDSS. Of the employers who received MSDGS, about 10 percent believed 
that at least some contained inaccurate information. Also, about 18 per- 
cent of the employers believed the information on at least some MSDSS 
was inconsistent from manufacturer to manufacturer. 

Two studies done for OSHA raise questions about the informational ade- 
qUaCy Of MSDSS: 

l A 1988 study of 196 MSDSS concluded “material safety data sheets 
received were, in general incomplete or inadequate, especially con- 
cerning information on chronic toxicity.“7 Many of the sheets were in 
violation of one or more of the requirements of the Hazard Communica- 
tion Standard. For example, of 16 companies that submitted MSDSS for 
products containing a chemical known to have caused cancer in ani- 
mals-a fact that must be disclosed on the Msr%--only 6 reported this 
information on their MSDSS. 

. A Kearney-Centaur study for OSHA raised similar questions about MSDS 

accuracy and reliability.s While MSDSS provide a good starting point for 4 
workers and health professionals to obtain information on hazards for 
specific substances, only 11 percent of 134 MSDSS reviewed were ade- 
quate in all informational areas, the study found. In particular, the 
health effects information on the MSDGS was vague and information 
about first aid and personal protective equipment was not useful to the 
chemical user. Further, of the 134 MSDSS reviewed only 49 had correct 

“OSHA officials said that the reason for few citations involving hazard evaluations or MSDS accuracy 
is that chemical manufacturers are not inspected under the current inspection target system. 

‘Harvard School of Public Health, Report On How Well Material Safety Data Sheets Are Prepared, by 
Myra Karstadt, final report prepared for OSHA, Sept. 30,19&X 

sKearney/Centaur, The Accuracy of Material Safety Data Sheets, prepared for OSHA, Jan, 1991 
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health effect information and only 63 adequate information on personal 
protective equipment. 

4 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

Eight years after initial promulgation of the Hazard Communication 
Standard and 4 years after its extension to nonmanufacturing indus- 
tries, hundreds of thousands of employers, especially small employers, 
remain both unaware of and out of compliance with it. 

Despite OSHA’S outreach efforts, the agency’s failure to inform small 
employers about their responsibilities under HCS is at least partially the 
cause of their noncompliance and unfamiliarity with HCS. To remedy 
this, OSHA could develop alternative outreach programs, such as con- 
veying information about HCS on the material safety data sheet and pro- 
viding information through a toll-free hot-line number available to 
employers. 

The potential for HCS to reduce occupational injury and illness by 
informing employees of workplace chemical hazards is diminished if 
workers cannot comprehend the information they are given. Under 
existing provisions of HCS, developers of MSDSS have considerable lati- 
tude regarding the language and format they use to make data sheets 
helpful to workers. Lacking a standard format, terminology, and 
sequencing of information, MSDSS are difficult for many workers and 
employers to understand and interpret. Several studies echo the most 
common complaint reported by employers of all sizes about MsDss-they 
are too technical, both for workers and management. 

Information on chemical hazards that is inaccurate or inconsistent is 
useless-and possibly dangerous, Studies and our evaluation have 
shown that the MSDSS are potentially vulnerable to inaccuracies, incom- 
pleteness, and inconsistencies. Most reviews of MSDSS now occur after 
shipment of the chemical, at worksites where the chemical is in use. This 
strategy is unlikely to detect systemic problems in the way manufac- 
turers and importers perform hazard evaluations and prepare data 4 
sheets. OSHA’S inspection strategy should be directed to effectively 
reviewing the hazard evaluation and MSDS preparation processes of 
chemical manufacturers and importers. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Labor direct the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration to revise the Hazard Communication 
Standard to 

l specify that developers of material safety data sheets include on each 
sheet a brief description of employer responsibilities under the standard 
and 
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l address the inability of employers and employees to understand the 
MSDSS by clearly specifying the language and presentation of information 
to be used on them. 

Should OSHA implement its plans to establish a toll-free hot line for HCS, 
we recommend that it require that this number be included on the MSDSS. 

To improve the accuracy of MSDSS, we also recommend that OSHA develop 
a more effective strategy for inspecting the hazard evaluation processes 
of manufacturers and importers. Approaches OSHA should consider 
include: 

l Identify and target hazard evaluation inspections to manufacturers and 
importers that consistently prepare and distribute erroneous MSDSS. OSHA 
could identify such parties by collecting in a central location and ana- 
lyzing for trends the notification letters OSHA inspectors currently 
transmit to manufacturers and importers asking that they revise an 
inaccurate Msus. 

. Establish a special inspection program to review hazard evaluations 
being conducted by manufacturers and importers. 
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Appendix I 

GAO’s Employer Survey on OSHA’s 
Hazard Communication Standard: 
Methodology, Sampling, and Analysis 

We gathered data on employers’ experience with OS-IA’S Hazard Commu- 
nication Standard through a mail survey conducted from October 1990 
through July 1991. The survey was designed to collect information on 
the extent of employer awareness and knowledge of and compliance 
with HCS; employers’ perceived costs, benefits, and difficulties in com- 
plying with HCS; and sources of employers’ information on HCS. In this 
report, we present information on employer awareness and knowledge 
of and compliance with HCS, and suggestions to improve CK%A’S informa- 
tional outreach on HCS. 

A 

Questionnaire Design Our survey questionnaire was designed to ensure that the data collected 
were consistent (see app. II for a copy of the questionnaire). We 
pretested the questionnaire in person with representatives of seven 
employers in the Washington, DC., area, including a small and a 
medium-sized construction employer; a small manufacturing employer; 
and one small, two medium-sized, and one large personal services busi- 
nesses. We gave OSHA officials copies of the draft questionnaire for 
review. Guided by the results of the pretest and OSHA officials’ com- 
ments, we revised the questionnaire to ensure that all questions were 
fair, relevant, and easy to understand and answer. In addition, we tested 
the questionnaire to ensure that the task of completing it would not 
place too great a burden on the respondent. 

Initial and Adjusted We mailed questionnaires to a random sample of employers, stratified 

Universe and 
Sample Sizes 

by industry and employer size and selected from a July 1990 United 
States Employment and Enterprise Microdata (USEEM) file database 
obtained from the U.S. Small Business Administration (sBA).~ 

The USEEM file includes information on different types of business orga- 4 
nizations. We included in our population only employers representing (1) 
employer headquarters with a single establishment, (2) employer head- 
quarters with multiple establishments and (3) subsidiary headquarters. 
For employers who maintained operations in several industries or sec- 
tors, our questionnaire included instructions to help ensure that answers 
were provided for what they considered their most typical or common 
operation. 

‘SBA modified an employer data base obtained from the Dun and Bradstreet corporation. We chose 
IJSEEM because SBA’s modifications improved the file’s reliability and SBA frequently updates the 
information to improve its accuracy. The USEEM file also includes employer phone numbers and 
addresses, as well as names of employer representatives, to facilitate additional contact if necessary. 
Finally, we were able to obtain and access the file with minimal difficulty. 
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GAO’8 Employer fhrvey on 08HA’e 
Hazard Canmunicntion Stand4 
Methodology, Sampling, and Analysis 

We chose our sample from three different industry groups (see table 
1.1.): 

. The manufacturing sector, because it was the first major industrial 
group covered by HCS, beginning in 1986; 

l The construction sector, because it was not covered by HCS until 1987, 
and although it is an industry with considerable experience with OSHA, a 
number of construction industry representatives have reported difficul- 
ties in complying with HCS$ and 

. The personal services sector, a combination of various service industry 
operations, including personal services, automotive, and other repair 
service operations where employees are very likely to come into contact 
with hazardous chemicals. An industry sector not covered by HCS until 
1987, it appears to have less experience with OSHA than some others.3 
Representatives of various segments of the personal services sector also 
have reported problems complying with HCS. 

% FY 1989-90, almost half of all inspections reported in our OSHA inspection data involved con- 
struction worksites. See app. IV. 

31n FY 1989.90, only about 3 percent of all inspections reported in our OSHA inspection data base 
involved worksites in SIC codes 72,76, and 76. See app. IV. 
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GAO’s Employer Survey on OSlfA’s 
Hazard Communication Standard: 
Methodology, Sampling, and AnaIysi~ 

Table 1.1: Standard lndurtrial 
Classlficatlon Codes for Selected Industry group SIC code Description 
Indust Groups, GAO Employer Survey 
(July 19 ?I 1) 

Manufacturing 2000-3900 All durable and nondurable manufacturing 
industries 

Construction 1500-l 700 All construction industries 

Personal services 7211 Power laundries, family and commercial 
7212 Garment pressing and agents for laundries and dry 

cleaners 

7213 Linen supply 

7216 Dry-cleaning plants, except rug cleaning 

7217 Carpet and upholstery cleaning 
7218 Industrial launderers 

7219 Laundry and garment services - 
7221 Photoaraohic studios, oortrait 

7231 Beautv shops 

7241 Barber shops 
7251 Shoe repair shops and shoeshine parlors 

7261 Funeral services and crematories 

7501-7599 Automotive repair services, garagesa 

7601-7699 Miscellaneous repair services 

aThese industries include, among other activities, automotive rental and leasing and general automotive 
repair; top, body, and upholstery repair and paint shops; tire retreading and repair; and other automo- 
tive services. 

To obtain information about the experiences of various size employers, 
we stratified our sample accordingly, defining employers with fewer 
than 20 employees as small, those with 20 to 499 employees as medium- 
sized, and those with 600 or more employees as large (see tables I.2 and 
1.3).” 

Table 1.2: Number of Employers 
Identified in Selected Industry and 
Employer Oroups, by Size, GAO 
Employer Survey (July 1991) Employer size 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

All 

Industry group 
Personal 

Construction Manufacturing services Total 
742,255 346,103 693,250 1,781,808 

51,374 99,329 14,390 185,093 
634 6,758 207 7,599 

794,283 452,190 707,847 1,954,300 

‘We classified employers by size and industry according to the initial SBA/Dun and Bradstreet size 
and industry classification rather than the employers’ survey response. 

4 
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GAO’s Employer Survey on OSIiA’e 
Hazard Connnonicatlon Standard: 
Methodology, Sampling, and Analyein 

Table 1.3: Number of Employers Sampled 
by Industry Qroup and Employer Size Number of employers, by Industry a roup 
Strata, OAO Employer Survey (July 1991) Personal 

Employer size Construction Manufacturing servlces Total 
Small 300 300 285 885 
Medium 215 215 203 833 

Large 160 215 94 489 

Total 875 730 582 1,987 

Adjusted Sample Size and We mailed 1,987 questionnaires to employers throughout the United 

Response Rate States. After adjustments for employers not meeting our criteria, such 
as no longer being in operation, being self-employed with no employees, 
or classified in the incorrect industry, our count was 1,120 responses for 
a 77-percent response rate (see table 1.4). In addition, we assumed that 
any employer whose questionnaire was returned to us by the U.S. Postal 
Service as undeliverable and had no forwarding address and no current 
telephone listing was no longer in operation. Most employers classified 
as no longer in operation were in the small employer (fewer than 20 
employees) stratum. 
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GAO’s Employer Survey on OSHA’s 
Hazard Communication Stmdanl! 
Methodology, 8ampllng, and Analysis 

Table 1.4: AdJusted Sample and 
Response Rate, by lndurtry Group and 
Employer She Strata, QAO Employer 
Survey (July1991) 

Industry group/ Sample Adjusted Number Percent 
emplbfer slie 

Constructlon 
Small 

size 

300 

size 

137 

received 

97 

received 

70.8% 
Medium 215 194 155 79.9 
Large 160 148 120 81.1 
Total 875 479 372 77.7 

Manufacturing 
Small 
Medium 

Large 

Total 

Personal services 
Small 

Medium 

Large 

Total 

300 159 113 71.1 
215 207 160 77.3 
215 198 173 87.4 
730 584 448 79.1 

285 149 102 68.5 
203 177 128 72.3 

94 81 72 88.9 
582 407 302 74.2 

Total employers 
Small 885 445 312 70.1 _. .-.. 
Medium 633 578 443 76.6 
Larae 469 427 365 85.5 

Total 1987 1450 1120 77.2 

As HCS, like OSHA regulations generally, applies only to employers with 
employees, we excluded employers who reported themselves as self- 
employed with no employees. In addition, we excluded employers with 
operations exclusively outside of our designated industries as specified 
in the SIC codes in table 1.1. Finally, we excluded employers that were 

4 

financial holding companies and had no actual operations or employees 
in any of the industries we were surveying. 

Measures to Reduce 
Number of 
Nonrespondents 

To maximize our response rate, we conducted two mail and two tele- 
phone follow-ups. The lowest response rates were for the small 
employer strata, with small personal services employers having the 
lowest at 69 percent. Scientifically selecting our sample enabled us to 
use the results to represent employers in the universe. To reflect the 
employers in the entire universe, we weighted each of the employers in 
our sample (see table 1.5). 
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GAO’r Employer Survey on OSHA’s 
Hazard C!ommunication Standards 
Methodolo(w, Sampling, and AmWeb 

To obtain the estimated number in the adjusted universe, we multiplied 
the adjusted sample of respondents by the corresponding assigned 
industry weight. Our estimates represent employers in the universe that 
probably would have responded had they been sent a questionnaire. 

Table 1.5: Determlnatlon of Adjubted 
Univeme, OAO Employer Sample 
(July 1991) Industry group/ 

employer size 
Conatruction- 
Small 

Medium 

Large 

Manufacturing 
Gall 

Medium 

Large 

Perbonal services 
Small 

Medium 
Larae 

Number of employers 
Adjusted Assigned Adjusted 

respondents weight universe 

97 2,474.18 239,996 
155 238.95 37,037 
120 3.96 476 

113 1,153.68 130,365 
160 462.00 73,919 
173 31.43 5,438 

102 2,432.46 248,111 
128 70.89 9,074 

72 2.20 159 

Sampling Errors Because we surveyed a sample rather than the universe of employers, 
each reported estimate has an associated sampling error (shown in app. 
VII). The size of the sampling error reflects the precision of the estimate; 
the smaller the error, the more precise the estimate. Sampling errors for 
estimates from this survey were calculated at the 95-percent confidence 
level. This means that the chances are about 19 out of 20 that the actual 
number or percentage being estimated falls within the range defined by 
our estimate, plus or minus the sampling error. For example, if we have 
estimated that 30 percent of a group has a characteristic and the sam- 

a 

pling error is 6 percentage points, there is a g&percent chance that the 
actual percentage is between 24 and 36. 

Generally, the sampling errors for employer characteristics did not 
exceed 7 percentage points at the 95-percent confidence level. However, 
for the number of employers in certain combined industry and size 
strata (for example, small construction employers) and certain other 
characteristics, the sampling errors were higher. Sampling errors are 
stated in percentage points for employer characteristics, because this is 
generally how the size estimates are presented in the report. 
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GAO’8 Employer Survey on OSHA’s 
Hazard Communication Standard: 
Methodology, Sampling, and Analysis 

Analysis of GAO About one-third of the employers out of compliance with HCS failed to 

Survey Data on 
comply with more than one HCS requirement, and over half failed to 
comply with the training requirement alone. Our compliance statistics 

Employer Compliance excluded employers who reported nonreceipt of MSDSS. However, 86 per- 

and the Distribution cent of these employers reported the presence of a chemical hazard in 

of MSDSs 
their workplace. 

Most out-of-compliance employers failed to comply with only one of the 
three HCS requirements we asked about. Our survey showed that about 
37 percent of the employers who were out of compliance failed to 
comply with two or more requirements of HCS (see fig. I.l).” Of the three 
requirements we asked about, the highest out-of-compliance rate 
involved training (about 63 percent) compared with noncompliance 
regarding MSDS (46 percent) and labeling (41 percent). Small employers 
who were out of compliance were most likely to be out of compliance 
with the training requirement; manufacturing employers, with the MSDS 

requirement. 

‘We did not clearly measure noncompliance with HCSs requirement to maintain a written communi- 
cation program. Although OSHA inspection data shows that lack of a written hazard communication 
program is the most common violation cited, OSHA officials have said that this violation is often cited 
when the employer is out of compliance with all of the other major HCS requirements (training, 
MSDS, labeling) as well. 
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Figure 1.1: Employer8 Out of Compliance 
With HCS, by Requirement, GAO 
Employer Survey (1991) 

MSDS, Training and Labeling 
Requirements 

Any Two Requirements Only 

I Any One Requirement Only 

Note: The survey did not identify employers that were out of compliance with the written hazard commu- 
nication program requirement of HCS. 

Characteristics of 
Employers Who Reported 
No MSDSs 

We exclude from our definition of employers out of compliance those 
who reported that they had received no MSDSS, about half of all 
employers. However, about 83 percent of these employers reported at 
least one likely workplace chemical hazard, and 29 percent reported five 
or more (see fig. 1.2). Of those who reported at least one likely work- 
place hazard, over 90 percent were small employers, and about 70 per- 
cent were personal service employers. Including employers who did not 
have &n MSDS but reported one or more likely hazards the out-of-compli- 
ance rate would increase.’ 4 

70ut of compliance in the GAO survey varied by industry and employer size combined but not sub- 
stantially by industry group alone. This may be due to the wide variation across industry in the 
percentage of employers that did not receive an MSDS. Only 28 percent of all manufacturing 
employers but over 69 percent of all construction and personal services employers reported that they 
had never received an MSDS. 
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Figure 1.2: Employers Reportlng 
W&kplace Chemical Hatsrd8, GAO 
Employer Survey (1991) 

40 Percent of Employon 

30 

None 1 2-4 

Numbrr of Ropoltrd Workplacr Chemical Hazard Qroupr 

Employers Who Receive MSDSs 

Employers Who Do Not Receive MSDSa 

Note: Employers could report the presence of up to 18 workplace chemical hazards 

8 or Mom 

Differences in the GAO Our survey is a scientifically selected sample of employers from three 

Employer Survey and industries. We based the out-of-compliance rate upon self-reported 

OSHA Inspection Data employer responses for three of the four main requirements of HCS, 

Out-Of-Compliance Rates 
while OSHA’S inspection data are not from a random sample of 
employers. Rather, OSHA inspections are generally directed toward work- 4 
sites with fatalities, catastrophes causing the hospitalization of 6 or 
more workers, and complaints; worksites in “high hazard” industries; 
and worksites with more than 10 employeesS8 Additionally, OSHA inspec- 
tion data are based on worksites rather than individual employers as in 
our survey. Thus, some inspections of small worksites may actually 

‘As indicated in chapter 2, an annual appropriations provision prevents OSHA from doing 
programmed safety inspections on employers with 10 or fewer employees in an industry having a 
lost-workday incident rate below the national average. OSHA has expanded this restriction to any 
nonconstruction employer with 10 or fewer workers. 
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involve large employers.0 OSHA bases its out-of-compliance rate on the 
number of inspected worksites with a detected violation of any section 
of HCS as a percentage of all federal OSHA and state health and safety 
program worksite inspections. 

OSHA conducts almost 76 percent of all its inspections in the construction 
and manufacturing industries alone. Although OSHA inspection data 
show that over 60 percent of all of its inspections are conducted at 
worksites with fewer than 20 employees, over 70 percent of these are at 
construction industry worksites. Many such inspections are conducted 
at larger, often commercial construction projects where many small con- 
struction subcontractors may be in operation under the direction of a 
larger employer, OSHA officials say. To the extent that such inspections 
are typical, OSHA is focusing on only a portion of the small construction 
industry for the bulk of its inspections and excluding other industry sec- 
tors, for example, home construction and remodeling. In addition, small 
contractors employed at such large projects are more likely aware of HCS 

because of their contact with larger employers. 

‘For example, OSHA may inspect a small pumping station worksite with only 16 employees that is 
owned by a large multinational oil corporation with thousands of employees. Such a worksite would 
be in the small category in the OSHA inspection data, while the employer would be in the large cate- 
gory in our employer survey. 
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b~&mployer Survey ‘on OSHA’s Hazard 
Communication or Right-To-Know Standard 

Survey of OSHA’s Regulation on Right-to-Know 

Tbe U.S. Congress bas asked the General Accounting Oft& (GAO) to conduct a study of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Admiuistration’s (OSHA’s) Hazard Communication regulation, commonly known as the 
Right-tcrKnow. Tbis regulation was established to help assure that information on hazardous substances used 
in the American workplace was available to employers and employees. The purpose of this study is to provide 
Congress with information about how businesses are affeued by the regulation. 

This questionnaire should take about I5 minutes to complete. We will keep your responses~. 
No person or individual busiaess will be identified. No one outside of GAO will have access to the responses 
of an individual business. We will report your answers only in summary with those of other businesses that 
respond to this questionnaire. 

Tbis questionnaire should be completed by the person(s) most familiar with your business’s practices and 
procedures as they relate to hazardous substances. Please identify one primary person we may call if additional 
information or clarification is needed. 

Name of primary person to call: 

Official title (position): 

Tclcpbonc number: ( ) 

If you have auy questions, please call collect either Dave Toner at (215) 5744072 or Michelle Walker at 
(215) 5744OML Please return this questionnaire within 2 weeks of receipt in the enclosed business reply 
envelope. If the envelope is misplaced, please send your completed questionnaire to 

Dave Toner 
United States General Accounting Oflice 
841 Chestnut Street, Suite 760 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 

Thank you for your help. 
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Communication or Itigh~Tt%now Standard 

1. About how many employees (fug-time and 3. Does your business have more than one plant 
part-time) does your business m or work site? (Check one.) 
employ? (Enter number.) (If you an self- 
employed and have no employes, check the 1. [ ] Yes 
bar below.) 

2. [ ] No 
Total employees 

00. [ ] Self-employed with no employees 

2. What industry listed below best represents 
your otimary business operation? 
(Check one.) 

1. [ ] Construction 

2. 1 1 Manufacturing (e.g., chemical pro- 
duction, automotive assembly, steel 
making printing etc.) 

3. [ ] Service (e.g. dry cleaning plants and 
shops, beauty shops, carpet and 
upholstery cleaning, shoe, automo- 
tive and electrical repair services, 
etc.) 

4. Now we would like to ask you a series of 
questions about the Hazard Communication 
regulation or the Right-to-Know. Before you 
received this questionnaire, how aware, if at 
all, were you of OSHA’s regulation7 
(Check one.) 

1. [ ] Extremely aware 

2. [ ] Very aware 

3. [ ] Moderately aware 

4. [ ] Somewhat aware 
4. [ ] Other (Please specify.) 

5. [ ] Slightly or not aware -->(Skip to 
e 16) 
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5. As a way of determining how familiar employers are with the provisions of OSHA’s regulation concerning 
the Right-to Know, we would like to know whether or not you believe the following provisions are included 
in the regulation. (Check one bar for each provision.) 

Provision 

1. Employers should have containers of 
hazardous substances labeled or 
otherwise marked by name. 

2. Employers may substitute descriptive 
labels of hazardous substances for 
material safety data sheets (MSDSs)‘. 

3. Employers should maintain a written 
list of the hazardous substances in the 
workplace. 

4. Employers should train employees who 
may be exposed to hazardous 
substances prior to their initial 
assifznmcnt. 

5. Employers in non-manufacturing 
industries do not have to have a 
written plan describing how the 
cmolover will follow the reeulation. 

6. Employers with 10 or fewer employees 
are exempt from the regulation. 

include 

Yes 
(1) 

n the r 

No 
(2) 

Don’t 
know 

(3) 

dation? 

‘An information sheet from chemical manufacturers providing in-depth information on the chemical substance 
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6. Of the foknving sources of information, indicate the primary source you initially used to learn about the 
rights and responsibiities identified in the regulation? (Check one.) 

1. [ 

2 I 

3. I 

4. [ 1 

5. I 1 

6. 1 I 

1. I 

8. [ 

9. [ 

10. [ 

11. [ 

12. [ 

1 

OSHA’s regulation on the Right-to-Know 

OSHA’s pamphlets or other assistance: 

requested by your business, 

provided by OSHA without a 
request, or 

provided by some other source 

OSHA inspection 

OSHA Consultation Program assistance 

Trade association or professional 
society contact/ materials 

Public agencies other than OSHA 

Small Business Administration (SBA) 

Chemical manufacturer 

Wholesaler, distributor, or supplier 

Other (Please specify.) 

I. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with OSHA’s efforts to inform you 
of the rights and responsibilities identified in the Right-to-Know? (Check one.) 

1. [ 1 Very satisfied 

2. [ 1 Somewhat satisfied 

3. [ ] Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

4. ( ] Somewhat dissatisfied 

5. I 1 Very diiatisficd 

6. I 1 Not applicable -- No contact with OSHA 
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8. Have you had any questions or needed information about the Right-to-Know? 

1. [ ] Yes 

2. [ ] No -- > (Skip to queaion 11.) 

9. Whenever you have had questions or needed information about the Right-to-Know, 

(Check one bar for eacl 
< 

have you ever....... 

1. referred to OSHA’s regulation on the Right-to-Know? 

2. referred to OSHA’s namohlets? 

Yes No 
(1) (2) 

3. consulted the OSHA Consultation Program 
representative? 

4. consulted your trade association or professional 
SQCiCW? 

5. consulted OSHA dircctlv? I I I 
6. caged the chemical manufacturer? 

7. called the distributor, supplier, or wholesaler? 

8. consulted public agencies other than OSHA? 

9. consulted a health and safety professional? 

10. consulted a personal physician or other 
medical nersonnel? 

11. other? (Please specify.) 

I I I 
I I I 

b Tow.) 

10. Overall, how easy or difficult has it been for you to get information about the Right-to-Know’? 
(Check one.) 

1. [ ] Very easy 

2. ( ] Somewhat easy 

3. [ ] Neither easy nor difficult 

4. [ ] Somewhat diffkult 

5. [ ] Very difficult 
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11. Liited below are additional sources of information on the Right-to-Know that an employer might find 
helpful. In your opinion, how helpful, if at all, would you find each of the followingif it was @&&k? 

1. Publicly advertised OSHA 24 horn 
information hotline staffed by 
OSHA pmOMCl 

2. Improved distribution to 
bttsincsscs of printed information 
from OSHA on the gcncral 
requirements of the 
Right-to-Know 

3. State or local health and safety 
professional contact person 
(e.g., industrial hygienist. 
medical personnel) 

4. Improved access to the OSHA 
Consultation Program 

5. Videos from OSHA on the par- 
ticular hazards common in your 
industry 

6. Videos from OSHA on the 
~QR& requirements of the 
Right-to-Know 

7. OSHA operated computer 
database available to the public 
containing material safety data 
sheet (MSDS) information 

8. Public service announcements on 
the Right-to-Know 

9. Other (Plecrse specify.) 

(Check one box for each source.) 

Not 
Extremely Very Moderately Somewhat helpful Don’t 

helpful helpful helpful helpful at all know 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (9 (6) 

4 
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12. Overall, do you believe that OSHA’s regulation on Right-to-Know has had a positive or negative effect 
on employers and employees? (Check one box for each row.) 

Effect 
was 

equally 
VefY Somewhat positive Somewhat Very 

positive positive and negative negative 
effect effect negative effect effect 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

No 
effect 
(6) 

Don’t 
know/ 

No 
opinion 
(7) 

13. Liitcd below are things that might or might not be improved as a result of the regulation. In your opinion, 
to what degree, if at all, has the regulation improved each of the following? 

/Check one box for each row. ) 

1. Quality of your employees’ 
formal/ on-the-job training in 
avoiding workplace hazards 

I- I 

VCV 

greatly Greatly Moderately Somewhat Slightly 
improved improved improved improved improved 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

2. Your employees’ awareness of 
worknlace hazards 

Did not 
improve 

(6) 
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14. Consider ways the regulation on Right-to-Know has affected your business. To what extent, if any, has 
each of the following increased in your business? (Check one box far each row.) 

1. Clericai cosb due to the 
regulation’s paperwork 
rquircmcnts 

2. Overhead costs due to: 
(a) Storing and maintaining infor- 

mation on hazardous 
substances 

(b) Developing a written training 
document 

(c) Following the regulation’s 
labeling requirements 

3. Equipment costs due to the 
purchase of additional safety 
quipment 

15. As a result of the regulation, to what extent, if any, has each of the following increased or decreased in 
your business? (Check one bar for each row.) 

I Remained 
about the Somewhat Greatly 

same decreased decreased 
131 (4) (9 

I 4. Workolace-related iniuries -- emolovec 

I 5. Workuiace-related illnesses -- emulovee 
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16. Now we would like you to think about the chemical substances that are often found in the workplace. For 
your business’s primary operation, indicate whether or not each substance is found in your typical phmt 
or work site. (Check one bar for each substance.) 

Found in your v 

Substance I I Yes No 
(1‘) (2) 

1. Paints and thinners (e.g., varnishes, primers, 
stripper& laqucrq etc.) 

2. Pesticides (e.g., agricultural and structural 
pesticidea, etc.) 

3. Silica (e.g., sand, quartz) 

4. Caustics (e.g., liie, lye, sodium hydroxide) 

5. Benzene (found in gasoline and solvents derived 
from petroleum) 

6. Organic solvents and degreasers (e.g., petroleum 
distillates, naphtha, kerosene, gasoline) 

7. Fiber &us. mineral and rock wool 

rkplacc 

Don’t 
know 

(3) 

8. Chlorinated hydrocarbons (e.g.. methvlene I I 
chloride, per< and methyl chi&oforrn) 

9. Asbestos in any form 

10. Acids (e.g., sulfuric, nitric, acetic and hydrochloric 
acids) 

11. Dyes/ inks (e.g., industrial inks, textile dyes, and 
hair color products) I I II I 

12. Compressed gases/ aerosol products (pressurized 
container products used in your operations) 

13. Formaldehyde 

14. Adhesives, composite plastics, polyester resins, 
sealers I I II I 

16. Photoarauhic chemicals and DaDer I I II I 
17. Highly flammable or explosive uroducts I I II I 
18. Other (Please specify.) 

- I I I I 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’s &ward 
C4nnmunlcation or Righ~T~Know Standard 

17. Have you ever received a material safety data 
sbcet (MSDS), that is, an information sheet 
from chemical manufacturers providing in- 
depth information on tbc chemical hazards for 
each !3ubstance? 

1. [ ] Yes -->(Skip to question 19.) 

2. [ ] No 

lg. Did you check “yea” for any substances used in 
your workplace in -167 

1. I 1 Yes -- > (Skip to quesrion 28.) 

2. [ 1 No, I did- check “yes * in 
question 16. -->(Skip to 

question 32.) 

19. Currently, what is the approximate number of 
MSDS’s at your business’s typical plant or 
work site? (Enter number.) 

MSDSs 

20. Is a tile (hard copy or computerized) of 
MSDSs maintained in your business’s typical 
plant or work site for products which contain 
hazardous substances7 (Check one.) 

1. [ ] A file is maintained ford products. 

2. [ ] A file is maintained form 
products. 

3. [ ] A tile is maintained only forgprm 
products. 

4. [ ] A fde is not maintained. 

21. When your business & products containing hazardous substances, or substances you bciicve to be 
hazardous, 

(Cheer v.) 

how often Is the MSDS..... 

1. with the initial shipment? 

2. with every subsequent shipment? 

3. received whenever a manufact- 
urer updates the MSDS? 

All or 
almost 

all of the 
time 

0 

Most of 
the time 

0 

one box 

About 
half of 

the time 
0 

x each r(: 

Some of 
the time 

None or 
almost 
none of 
the time 

Don’t 
know 

(6) 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’s Hazard 
Chnmunication or Bight-To-Know Standard 

22. Now we would like you to think about experiences employers may have had in using MSDSs. How many 
of the MSDSs you have...... 

8. are not consistent from 

10. other? (Please specify.) 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’s Hazard 
cOmmunkation or Right-To-Know Standard 

23. For all the MSDSs you have rcceivcd, how easy or diflicult are they for YOU . . . . . . 

(Check one box for each row.) 

Neither 
Very Somewhat easy nor Somewhat Very 
==Y C=Y diffkult diffkult difficult 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , 

1. to maintain and keep up-to-date. 

2. to ensure employee access to 
them at each work site. 

24. In your opinion, generally how useful, if at all, are the MSDSs in providing information . . . . . . 

(Check one box for each mw.) 

Moder- Not 
Extremely Very ately Somewhat useful at Don’t 

useful useful useful useful au know 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. about the hazards of the 
substances’? 

2. about the safe use and handling 
of hazardous substances? 

3. for training your employees? 

4. in case of emergencies? 

5. other? (Please specify.) 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’s Hazard 
Canmunlcatlon or Right-T&Know Standard 

25. At your busiueu, have you ever replaced a more hazardous substance with a less hazardous SU~&IUX 

because of information received from a MSDS? (Check one.) 

1.1) Yes 

z[l No 

26. Listed below arc possible reasons why a business might not replace a more hazardous substance for a less 
hazardous substance. Which is the primary reason why your firm does not replace its hazardous 
substances? (check one.) 

1. [ 1 Can’t determine from the MSDS how hazardous the substance is 

2. [ ] Don’t hnow whether or not a replacement exists 

3. [ ] No replacement exists 

4. [ ] Replacement costs are ton high 

5. [ ] Other (Please specify.) 

27. Consider the products for which your business has MSDSs. About how many of these products have 
labels clearly indicating the identity of the substance and warning of its hazards? (check one.) 

1. [ 1 AU or almost all of the products 

2. [ ] Most of tbc products 

3. [ ] About half of the products 

4. [ ] Some of the products 

5. [ ] None or almost none of the products 
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Appendix II 
GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’s Hazard 
Communication or Right-TeKnow Standard 

28. Are any employees in your business’s typical plant or work site who may bc exposed to hazardous 
substances provided any formal (e.g., classroom, video, group lectures) or on-the-job training on the safe 
use and handling of hazardous substances? (Check one.) 

1. [ ] Ye&formaltrainingonly 

2. [ ] Yes, on-the-job trainiig only 

3. 1 1 Yes, both formal and on-the-job training 

4. [ ] No --> (Skip ro question 31.) 

29. Listed below are problems that might be encountered by businesses in providing- to employees on 
the safe use and handling of hazardous substances. To what extent, if any, do you believe the following 
problems have been encountered at your business? (Check one box for each problem.) 

3. MSDSs too difficult to use in 

5. Employees having variable work 
schedules 

6. High cost of training 

VW 
great 
extent 

0 

7. Other (Please specify.) 

Don’t 
know/ 

Not 
applic- 
able 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’s Hazard 
Communkatlon or RightrTa-Know SMdard 

30. How useful, if at all, would the following be in m your employees on the safe use and handling of 
hazardous substances? (check one box for each row.) 

1. More detailed labels 
on hazardous 
products 

2 MSDSr or similar 
information on 
hazardous substaaccs 
whichameMyt0 
understand 

3. More specific 
pamphlets or written 
materiala targeted 
to the hazardous substances 
used in your workplace 

4. Training videos tar- 
g&d to the 
hazardous substances 
used in your industry 

5. Other (Please specify.) 

Extremely 
useful 

(1) 

VcrY 
useful 

(2) 

Moder- 
ately Somewhal 
useful useful 

(3) (4) 

Not 
useful at 

Ai- 

NA 
Not ap 
plicable 

(6) 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’e Hazard 
Communication or Right-To-Know Standard 

31. Lhrted below are documentr relating to hazardous substances that might be kept at a business. Is each 
of the folhnving kept at your business’s typical plant or work site? 

(Check on r 
YCS 

Document (1) 

1. A listing of ah the hazardous substances 
used at your plant or work site 

2. A listing of the physical location of all your 
MSDSs 

3. A written summary describiig the training 
provided to employees for the safe 
handling and use of hazardous 
substances 

4. Other (Please specify.) 

e h document.) 

W 
Not 
AP- 

piicablc 
(3) 

32. Now we would like you to consider occupational health and safety issues, in general. Overall, how satisfied 
are you with the information received from OSHA when there are questions or when information is 
needed about occupational health and safety issues? (Check one.) 

1. [ ] Very satisfied 

2. [ ] Somewhat satisfied 

3. [ ] Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

4. [ ] Somewhat dissatisfied 

5. [ ] Very dissatisfied 

6. [ ] Not applicable -- No contact with OSHA 
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GAO Employer Survey on OSHA’r Ibard 
Communication or Bight-To-Know Standard 

33. If you have any suggestions or comments about the Right-to-Know regulation or any comments related 
to these questiona, please write them in the space provided below. 

Thank you for your help. 

HRD/SLS/ll-90 
(205176) 
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Appendix III 

Inform&ion on Responses to 
Selected Survey Questions 

This appendix includes response information on selected questions from 
our survey questionnaire. The questions chosen are those relating to 
issues discussed in this report and used in the figures throughout the 
text. Percent totals may not add to 100 percent because of rounding. See 
appendix II for a complete copy of the questionnaire. We will present 
information related to survey questions regarding employer costs, bene- 
fits, and difficulties in complying with HCS in a forthcoming report. 

Question 4 Now we would like to ask you a series of questions about the hazard 
communication regulation or the right-to-know. Before you received this 
questionnaire, how aware, if at all, were you of OSHA'S regulation? 

Employer size/ 
industry group. 
Small employers 
Construction ..- 
Manufacturing -__--. 
Services 

Total- 

Extremely 
aware 

12.0% 
9.2 
7.2 

9.5 

Percent of all employers 
Very Moderately Somewhat Slightly or 

aware aware aware not aware 

23.9% 29.3% 9.8% 25.0% 
13.8 32.1 18.3 26.6 
17.5 22.7 18.6 34.0 
19.2 27.3 15.1 29.0 

Manufacturing 

Medium-slred employers _____ 
Construction 

---- 
Services 

Total 

18.5 37.6 
22.4 

24.8 
33.6 

9.6 
22.4 

9.6 

12.5 9.2 

18.9 28.3 23.6 12.6 16.5 
19.7 35.6 24.0 10.7 10.0 

Large employers 
Construction 57.6 30.5 5.9 1.7 4.2 
Manufacturing 53.5 31.8 11.2 2.4 1.2 
Services 41.7 25.0 26.4 2.8 4.2 ’ -.-- - 
Total 63.5 31.5 11.2 2.3 1.5 

lndustrv arouo 
Construction 13.5 25.2 28.3 10.1 22.8 
Manufacturing 13.6 22.7 29.0 14.8 19.9 -- 

.- Services 7.7 17.9 22.7 18.3 33.4 
Total 11.5 22.0 26.6 14.3 25.6 

BSmall employers are those with fewer than 20 employees, medium-size have 20 to 499 employees, and 
large have 500 or more employees. 
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Information on Rei3poufm to 
Selected Survey Questions 

Question 5 As a way of determining how familiar employers are with the provisions 
of OSHA'S regulation concerning the right to know, we would like to know 
whether or not you believe the following provisions are included in the 
regulations: 

(6.6) Employers in nonmanufacturing industries do not have to have a 
written plan describing how the employer will follow the regulation. 

Employer size/ 
industry group 
All emplovers 

Percent of employers aware of HCS 
Correct Incorrect Don’t 

answer (no) answer (yes) know 
45.0% 13.1% 41.99 

Small employers 
Construction 

Services 

38.5 18.5 43.1 

46.7 11.7 41.7 

Total 

Medium-sized employers 

42.4 15.2 42.4 

. - 
Construction 64.0 7.9 28.1 

Service 52.9 14.4 32.7 

Total 62.0 9.1 28.9 

Larae emolovers 
Construction 80.9 10.4 8.7 
Services 77.9 4.4 17.6 

Total 80.2 9.1 10.9 

Total nonmanufacturina emulovers 
Construction 42.9 16.6 40.4 

Services 47.0 11.8 41.2 

Total 44.7 14.5 40.8 , 
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Information on Rewonees to 
Selected Survey Questions 

(6.6) Employers with 10 or fewer employees are exempt from the 
regulations. 

Industry group 
Construction 
Manufacturing 

- Services 
Total 

Percent of small employers aware of HCS 
Correct Incorrect 

answer (no) answer (yes) Don’t know 
66.7% 6.1% 27.3% 

46.2 10.3 43.6 

63.3 13.3 23.3 
60.8 9.7 29.5 

Question 6 Of the following sources of information, indicate the primary source you 
initially used to learn about the rights and responsibilities identified in 
the regulation: 

Industry group/ 
employer size ~----~ 
Construction ----_ .._... _. 
Small _-._--_-. . ..- .-.. 
Medium 

Percent of employers aware of HCS 
Non-OSHA sources 

Chemical 
OSHA sources Trade manufacturer, 

Regs’ OtheP assns.E distributor, etc.d 

26.3% 22.8% 28.1% 15.8% 

20.2 21.7 37.9 8.9 

Other+ 

7.1% 

11.3 .,.” ,-_-,_ “^_.-_,.__.“.. ..“.... . . - --.-..- 
Large 49.5 12.7 28.2 1.9 7.8 .--____-- ----._.--.-...-- 
Total 25.3 22.5 29.8 14.5 7.7 

Manufacturing 
Small 

-----~~ 
14.5 24.5 23.2 28.9 8.6 

Medium 32.6 28.7 17.1 10.9 10.9 l 
.-._~_..-.-- .-.-. --..--------- 

Large 62.6 11.5 15.5 1.9 8.4 .._- .-___... I__-- ---. 
Total 23.6 25.8 20.4 20.6 9.5 

Services .--_-.- ..-.._.. - ..-.. ..-_-.--- --.. -__- - 
Small 16.3 20.3 30.6 14.3 18.4 

Medium 15.7 19.0 39.3 19.1 6.7 ___._...-___ - .____...... -.. ^__... -_-..- .---.-. ---- 
Large 40.3 13.5 26.9 4.5 14.9 -.-..-._____- 
Total 16.3 20.3 31.0 14.5 17.7 

(continued) 
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Information on Responses to 
Selected Survey Questions 

Percent of employers aware of HCS 
Non-OSHA sources 

Industry group/ OSHA sources 
employer sire R098 Otherb 

Trade 
assns.c 

Chemical 
manufacturer 

distributor. etc.d Othep 
Total -l.--l..l.l.. ..-.-. -._ll.-__- .-- -__- ~___ 
Small 20.0 22.4 27.8 18.4 11.4 - -..-__.. -...-._-.-- --- 
Medium 27.6 25.9 25.0 10.8 10.7 _.-_- _._... -.. ._..-.... .._. - .-_______ ~ 
Large 61.0 11.7 16.7 
_...-.. r... 

2.0 8.5 
-.. ._.. - ....____I. _- 

Total 22.2 23.0 27.1 16.5 11.2 

%cludes employers who responded yes to question 6.1. 

blncludes employers who responded yes to questions 6.2 through 6.6. 

%cludes employers who responded yes to question 6.7. 

dlncludes employers who responded yes to questions 6.10 and 6.11. 

Blncludes employers who responded yes to questlon 6.8, 6.9, and 6.12 

Question 10 Overall, how easy or difficult has it been for you to get information 
about the right to know (HCS)? 

Percent of employers aware of HCS who tried to obtain information about it 
VW Somewhat Neither easy Somewhat 

Employer size 
Very 

easy easy nor difficult difficult difficult 
Small 11.2% 26.5% 36.1% 19.3% 7.0% --- _.-. .._ .^". ---.. .---.__ .__ - --~ .._-__ 
Medium 20.8 31.4 29.1 18.0 0.6 -.-...... - - .._.._._._. .~ _--_---.-...--- 
Large 26.8 42.3 18.7 11.4 0.7 _-.-- .__..._... .._^ _.__ ----.. .-- ---..--.-- -~- ___-.- 
Total ---14.5 26.3 33.6 18.7 4.9 

4 
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Inform&ion on Besponeee to 
Selected Snrvey Questions 

Question 11 Listed below are additional sources of information on the right to know 
(HCS) that an employer might find helpful. In your opinion, how helpful, 
if at all, would you find each of the following if it was available? 

(11.1) A publicly advertised OSHA 24-hour information hot line staffed 
by OSHA personnel. 

Employer size 

_.-. 

--.A--A--..--.----- 

“-_-_-_ 

Small 

..-._.-_ 
____--- 

--. Medium 
Large .._ 
Total‘-- -_-______-- _I_~ 

Percent of employers aware of HCS 
Very MO”;;;;{ 

s”%Yp% 
Not 

helpful helpful Don’t know 
;7.4% i4.9% ;2.7% ;5.6% 

12.3 

- 7.2% 

23.9 

22.1% 

20.5 20.6 
11.2 

10.4 
27.8 

12.4 
18.0 18.8 8.2 16.0 

10.1 25.5 13.9 16.4 7.5 20.7 

(11.2.) Improved distribution to businesses of printed information from 
OSHA on the general requirement of the right to know (HCS). 

Total 

Employer 8ize 
---L.---z.-------.- 

Small 

Medium 
Larae 

‘xtIp,Tp$ 
Percent of employers aware of HCS 

VW “o”;$;{ 
s”%~% 

Not Don’t 
helpful helpful know 

25.6 

26.6% 

32.5 

30.4% 

14.9 

14.2% 

13.4 

14.3% 

3.6 

- 3.9% 

9.6 

10.7% 

22.1 39.9 17.0 10.4 3.8 6.9 
20.3 36.0 25.0 13.7 2.1 2.8 

- --._._._ -__.--.-..-~ -..- 
Small - __.... -..- .-._ -.-.- _ ..--.--.______- 
Medium 
Large 

Total 

Percent of aware employers not knowing HCS requirements’ 
25.0 27.6 15.1 14.6 3.6 14.1 

20.5 41.5 15.1 10.8 4.1 8.0 
b 21.8 33.5 23.3 16.1 2.2 3.1 

24.0 30.7 15.2 13.6 3.7 12.6 

aThis is the percent of employers who did not know the correct answer or answered either question 5.5 or 
question 5.6 incorrectly. 
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IRibrmation on Responses to 
Selected Survey Questions 

Question 17 tion sheet from a chemical manufacturer providing in-depth information 
on the chemical hazards for each substance? 

Industry group/ 
employer rize 
Construction 

Percent of all employer8 
Ye0 No 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

Total 

Manufacturing 
Small 
Medium 

Large 
Total 

Service8 
Small 
Medium 

Large 

Total 

Total 
Small 
Medium 

34.4% 65.6% 
82.0 18.0 
91.7 8.3 
40.7 59.3 

62.3 37.7 
87.3 12.7 
97.1 2.9 
72.3 27.7 

39.4 60.6 
80.3 19.7 
82.9 17.1 
40.9 59.1 

42.1 57.9 
85.1 14.9 

Large 96.3 3.7 

Total 49.5 50.5 
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Information on Responses to 
Selected Survey Questions 

Question 20 Is a file (hard copy or computerized) of MSDSS maintained in your busi- 
ness’s typical plant or worksite for products which contained hazardous 
substances? (Check one.) 

Industry group/ 
employer 8ize 
Construction 
Small 

Percent of employers receiving MSDSs 
All Most Some None 

44.8% 27.6% 10.3% 17.2% 

Medium 48.7 32.5 9.4 9.4 
Large 55.8 38.5 2.9 2.9 

Total 46.0 29.0 10.1 15.0 

Manufacturing 
Small 

Medium 

Lame 

54.0 25.4 11.1 9.5 

65.9 22.7 6.1 5.3 

81.3 17.5 1.3 0.0 

Total 60.2 23.9 6.5 7.3 

services 
Small 

Medium 

Large 

Total 

36.8 28.9 13.2 21 .I 

47.3 35.5 5.4 11.8 

67.3 20.0 9.1 3.6 

37.6 29.4 12.6 20.4 

Total 
Small 

Medium 

Large 
Total 

44.5 27.4 11.7 16.4 

59.6 26.5 7.0 7.0 

79.1 19.1 1.5 0.3 
49.3 27.0 10.2 13.4 
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Information on Responses to 
Selected Snrvey Qnestions 

Question 22 Now we would like you to think about experiences employers may have 
had in using MSDSS: 

(22.1) How many of the MSDSS you have are too technical for the typical 
employee? 

Employer size 

Percent of employers with MSDSs 
About Few or Don’t 

All Most half Some none know 
Small - 16.5% 33.8% 4.0% 18.0% 19.2% 8.6% 

Medium 21.4 44.9 8.5 13.6 10.5 1.2 

Larae 12.0 51.1 16.1 16.2 4.4 0.1 

Total 17.6 37.2 5.4 16.7 16.5 6.4 

(22.2) How many of the MSDSS you have are too technical for the typical 
manager? 

Employer size 
Small 

Medium 7.6 31.2 11.5 28.0 20.2 1.5 

Larae 2.6 25.4 1.0 33.7 18.7 0.6 

Percent of employer8 with MSDSs 
All Most About half Some Few or none Don’t know 
9.1% 19.7% 11.1% 21.7% 28.8% 9.6% 

Total 6.6 23.0 11.4 23.7 26.2 7.2 

(22.3) How many of the MSDSS you have contain too much information 
on them? 

Emulover size 
Small 

Medium 
Large 

Total 

Percent of employers with MSDSs 4 
All Moat About half Some Few or none Don’t know 

17.4% 19.8% 11.3% 18.4% 24.4% 8.7% 

12.7 28.8 9.1 22.2 19.3 8.0 
7.6 17.4 11.6 29.4 30.8 3.2 

15.9 22.3 10.7 19.6 23.0 6.4 
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(22.6) How many of the MSDSS you have contain relevant information 
that is difficult to locate? 

Emdover sire 
Percent of employers with MSDSs 

All Most About half Some Few or none Don’t know 
Small - 5.1% 18.5% 7.7% 25.7% 29.3% 13.8% 
Medium 6.3 22.2 11.1 27.7 22.2 10.5 
Larae 3.8 16.7 14.0 36.8 25.7 3.2 

.a 

Total 5.4 19.5 6.6 26.4 27.2 12.7 

(22.6) How many of the MSDSS you have contain inaccurate information? 

Employer size 
Small 

Percent of employers with MSDSs 
All Most About half Some Few or none Don’t know 
0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 7.3% 47.4% 42.8% 

Medium 1.3 2.1 0.5 5.6 39.4 51.0 
Large 0.0 0.1 1.7 27.1 34.2 37.0 
Total 0.5 2.3 0.2 7.2 44.1 45.6 

4 
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Iniormation on Rmqmnsee to 
Selected Survey Queetions 

Question 27 many of these products have labels clearly indicating the identity of the 
substance and warning of its hazards? 

Industry group/ 
employer size 
Construction -- 
Small 
Medium 
Grge 

Total 

Manufacturing 
Small 
Medium 

Large 

Total 

Services 
Small 

Medium 

Large 

Total 

Total _- 
Small 
Medium 
~____ 
Large 
Total 

Percent of employers with MSDSs 
All or About 

almost all Most half Some None 

45.2% 29.0% 6.5% 19.4% 0.0% 
24.1 44.0 10.3 18.1 3.4 
27.5 45.1 13.7 10.8 2.9 
39.5 33.0 7.5 19.0 0.9 

50.0 25.0 8.3 10.0 6.7 - 
44.3 30.5 9.9 10.7 4.6 
43.4 41.5 8.8 6.3 0.0 
47.2 28.1 9.1 10.2 5.5 

47.2 44.4 0.0 8.3 0.0 
40.4 36.2 7.4 12.8 3.2 
45.5 21.8 20.0 9.1 3.6 
48.7 43.8 0.8 8.8 0.2 

47.4 33.6 4.6 12.4 2.0 
38.1 34.9 9.9 13.0 4.2 
42.3 41.3 9.4 6.7 0.3 
44.7 34.1 8.2 12.5 2.8 
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Question 28 Are any employees in your business’s typical plant or worksite who may 
be exposed to hazardous substances provided any formal training (e.g., 
classroom, video, group lectures) or on-the-job training on safe use and 
handling of hazardous substances? 

Total 

Industry group/ 
employer size 
Construction 
Small 

Medium 

Larae 

Percent of employers provldina training 

3.9 32.1 

Formal and 

35.9 

Formal 

28.1 

On-the-job on-the-job None 

- 
3.1% 28.1% 37.5% 31.2% 

5.8 43.0 31.4 19.8 

9.2 36.7 51.4 2.8 

Manufacturing 
Small 
Medium 

Large 
Total 

Services 
Small 

Medium 

Large 

Total 

6.3 40.6 23.4 29.7 
6.0 44.8 35.8 13.4 

5.5 17.6 74.5 2.4 
8.1 41.8 30.8 21.5 

5.6 47.2 19.4 27.8 
3.0 44.6 30.7 21.8 
8.8 17.5 63.2 10.5 

5.4 47.0 20.4 27.3 

Total 
Small 
Medium 

5.0 38.9 26.6 29.5 
5.7 44.2 34.1 15.9 

Large 5.8 19.0 72.6 2.6 
Total 5.2 40.1 29.5 25.2 

4 
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Question 32 Overall, how satisfied are you with the information received from OSHA 
when there are questions or when information is needed about occupa- 
tional safety and health issues? 

Employer slre 
small 

_~--_ 

Percent of all employers 
Very Somewhat Neither satlsfled Somewhat Very Not 

satisfied satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied applicable0 
16.5% 13.0% 17.7% 3.5% 3.9% 45.4% 

Medium 15.3 21.9 30.0 7.1 5.2 20.5 -_-__-~-----_- __.... 
Large 12.1 40.3 25.6 12.3 3.0 6.8 .__.-_-.- _...._ i---_..-..--.- _-.. - 

- Total 18.3 14.7 19.8 4.2 4.1 40.9 

Percent of employers who were slightly or not aware of HCS -_-_--- ._-. -__-_- ..^^ - 
Small 9.8 5.0 7.1 0.7 1.4 75.9 ._“.. .-..-- I.“.__-.--._. -I-_-_ 
Medium 12.8 14.4 19.1 0.0 3.4 50.3 ---._- _._.. - ._..._ -..---..-.--- 
Large 8.9 35.2 49.0 0.0 0.0 6.9 ---“_” . .._ I- _I- _._._.__.. __. .-- _..- 
Total 10.0 5.8 7.9 0.8 1.5 74.3 

aNo contact with OSHA 
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GAO Analysis of OSHA’s Integrated 
Management Information 

System Inspection 
Data Base 

To obtain one measure of the number of employers out of compliance 
with the Hazard Communication Standard, we analyzed fiscal years 
1989-90 OSHA and state safety and health inspection data from OSHA’S 

Integrated Management Information System inspection data base. The 
IMIS data base, which is maintained by OSHA’S Office of Management 
Data Systems, includes information obtained from OSHA inspection 
reports and other documents. For each employer establishment 
inspected, the information includes its name and location, number of 
employees at the worksite, type of inspection (health or safety), viola- 
tions (including HCS), accidents, and current status of abatement of 
detected violations. As IMIS data for seven states (Alaska, California, 
Hawaii, Minnesota, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming) were incom- 
plete, we excluded them from our analysis. 

We reviewed inspection data for fiscal years 1989 and 1990, the first 
full years all employers were required to comply with HCS. For those 
years, the IMIS data base contains over 20 1,000 inspections of worksites 
with one or more employees for federal OSHA and the state-operated 
health and safety programs included in our analysis. OSHA’S procedures 
require that inspectors check for employer’s HCS compliance on every 
inspection. 

IMIS Data on From IMIS, we obtained the total number of inspections and the number 

Worksites Out of 
of inspections where OSHA detected a violation of HCS. We calculated an 
out-of-compliance rate by dividing the total number of inspections 

Compliance With HCS where at least one HCS violation was detected by the total number of 

Analyzed inspections conducted by federal OSHA and the states during fiscal years 
1989 and 1990, In analyzing OSHA’S compliance data, we then compared 
out-of-compliance rates across industry groups and worksite sizes. 

b 
OSHA’S inspection data base for fiscal years 1989 and 1990 was over 
201,000 inspections, divided roughly equally between federal OSHA and 
state operated programs.1 About 60 percent of the inspections were in 
the construction industry and almost 24 percent were in manufacturing 

‘In comparing the inspection characteristics of federal OSHA and the combined state health and 
safety programs, we note that each conducts about half of its inspections in the construction 
industry. However, on a percentage basis, federal OSHA did about 60 percent more manufacturing 
industry inspections than did the state programs. 
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Management Information 

industries (see table IV. l).” About 14 percent of the inspections were in 
retail/wholesale trade/services and only 3 percent of all inspections 
were in personal services industries3 

Table IV.1: Dlrtrlbution of hpections, by Work&e Size and Industry Group, OSHA Inspection Data (FY 1989-90) 
Distribution by workslte size (no. of employees) 

500 and 
Industry group l-19 20-99 loo-249 250-499 over _-.- -.-~ 
Construction 43.1% 5.2% 0.6% 0.2% 0.1% 

Total 
49.2% _- - .- -~-~ 

Manufacturing 6.3 9.5 3.9 1.9 2.2 23.8 _--.---.- 
Retail/wholesale trade/services !%8 5.0 1.6 0.5 1.1 14.0 _--~--.- 
fithsr 4.5 1.1 0.6 0.9 12.9 _ . .-. 5.8 --_.__-- .__...__. --.-.- ..-.- 
Total 01.0 24.2 7.2 3.2 4.3 100.0’ 

aDoes not add up to 100 percent because of rounding. There were 201,378 inspections in total 

Over 60 percent of the inspections involved worksites with fewer than 
20 employees, However, of all inspections involving worksites of fewer 
than 20 employees, over 70 percent were in the construction industry. 

OSHA’S inspection data indicates that 26 percent of the worksites 
inspected were out of compliance with HCS. However, the out-of-compli- 
ance rate varied significantly across industry groups. The manufac- 
turing sector had the highest out-of-compliance rate at 36 percent, while 
the “other” industry group had the lowest rate at 13 percent (see 
fig. IV.l).” 

2We defined construction inspections as inspected worksites with SIC codes 16-17; manufacturing 
inspections, SIC codes 20-39; and retail/wholesale trade/services inspections, SIC codes 60-79. We 
defined personal services inspections, a subset of retail/wholesale trade/services, as SIC codes 72,76, 
and 76. We placed all remaining inspections-for example inspections in the communication and 
transportation industry and all government inspections-in the “other” category. 

3The total number of inspections in personal services (defined aa SIC codes 73,76, and 76) for 
FY 1989-90 was 6,911. 

4The “other” category includes government and industries such as transportation and 
communication. 
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Management, Information 

Figure IV.1: Workrlteo Out of Compliance 
With HCS, by Industry Group, OSHA 
Inspection Dsta (FY 1989-90) 40 Parcent of Work&w Out of Compllanco 

Induotry Qroup 

- All Worksites 

Type of Violation Inspectors can cite employers for the following violations of HCS: 

9 No written HCS program (this category also often indicates employers 
that are out of compliance with most other requirements), 

l Inadequate or no training of employees in hazard prevention, 
. Inadequate or inaccurate MSDSS, 
l Inadequate or no label on the container of hazardous chemical, 
. Inadequate or no hazard evaluation, or 
. Improper use of trade-secret designation on a MSDS.~ 

“HCS provides that the chemical manufacturer, importer, or employer who prepares an MSDS may 
withhold certain information from the MSDS, including the specific identity of the chemical, if (1) the 
claim that the information is a trade secret can be supported; (2) information on the MSDS concerning 
the chemical’s properties and effects is disclosed; (3) the MSDS indicates that the specific chemical 
identity is being withheld because it is a trade secret; and (4) the specific chemical identity is made 
available to health professionals, employees, and designated representatives according to certain 
conditions. 
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Management Information 

Across all industries and worksite size groups, the most common viola- 
tion of HCS concerned the failure of an employer to have a written HCS 
program (see figs. IV.2 to IV.4). The next most common violation was 
inadequate or no training of employees in handling the hazardous chem- 
ical. The only exception consisted of large worksites with 600 or more 
employees, which were cited more often for failure to properly label the 
hazardous chemical (see fig. IV.4).6 

Figure IV.2: Distribution of HCS 
Violatlons, by Requirement Cited, OSHA 
Inspection Data (FY 1989-90) I Employee Training 

Written Program 

Label/Hazard Evaluation/Trade 
Secret 

Material Safety Data Sheet 

“Violations involving improper hazard evaluations or violations of the trade secret requirements are 
extremely rare, accounting for less than 1.0 percent of all violations. 
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Fieure IV.3: Dirtributlon of HCS 
Vl&ationa, by lndurtry Qroup and 
Requirement Cited, OSHA Inspection SO Percent of HCS Vloletloru 

Data (FY 1989-90) 

40 n 

90 

20 

10 

0 

Conotruotlon 

lnduetry Group 

hlanufacturlng WholosaIo/Rotall 
l’rade/Srrvlces 

1 1 Written Program 

Labels/Hazard EvaluatlonITrade Secret 

Material Safety Data Sheets 

Employee Training 

Other 
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Figure IV.4 Dlrtrlbutlon ot HCS 
Violation& by Work8ite Sire and 
Aeaulrement Cited, OSHA lnroectlon 
Datb (FY 1989-90) - 

50 Porernt of HCS Vlolatlono 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Fswor Than 20 
Employoos 

Workrllr 817.0 

20 to 400 500 or More 
Employsss Employoss 

Written Program 

Labels/Hazard Evaluation/Trade Secrets 

Material Safety Data Sheets 

Employee Training 

Severity of Violation In citing violations, inspectors can designate the violation as other-than- 
serious, serious, repeat, or willful.7 About 40 percent of the 131,740 
detected violations were serious, repeat, or willful compared with the 4 
less significant “nonserious” violations.* Manufacturing, at 46 percent, 
had the highest percentage of serious, repeat, or willful violations. The 
highest percentage of serious, repeat, and willful violations also 
occurred in the largest worksites with 500 or more employees (see figs. 
IV.6 and IV.6). 

7As part of the FY 1991 budget legislation, the Congress gave Labor the authority to assess a max- 
imum civil monetary penalty of up to $70,000 for each willful or repeated occupational safety and 
health violation, up to $7,000 for each serious, nonserious, failure to abate, and “failure to post” 
violation. The change represents a seven-fold increase in the maximum penalties. 

*For purposes of this study and in this report, we use the designation “serious” to include OSHA’s 
violation categories serious, willful, and repeat. 
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Ftgure IV.& “8erioua” HCS Vlolrtionr, by 
industry Group, OSHA Inrpectlon Data 
(FY 1989-90) 
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Figure IV.& “Serious” HCS Violatlom, by 
Workslte Size, OSHA Inspection Date 
(FY 1989-90) Portent of “8rrlous” HCS Vlolatlonr 

60 

Penalties OSHA and the state-operated programs proposed civil monetary penalties 
for detected HCS violations, the average penalty for all such violations 
being $92. For willful violations, OSHA inspectors levied far higher penal- 
ties ($4,171), but such violations were very few in relation to other vio- A 
lation types. Within broad industry groups, the highest average 
penalties were assessed for violations in the manufacturing sector 
($122). Employers with small worksites received the lowest average 
monetary penalty ($68), while the largest worksites received the highest 
($201) (see figs. IV.7 and IV.8).9 

ROSIIA considers the employer’s size in proposing penalties and reduces the proposed penalty if it has 
250 or fewer employees. 
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Figure IV.7: Average Penalty for HCS 
Violations, by Industry Qroup, OSHA 
Inspection Data (FY 1989-90) Avwaga Penalty (Dollan) 

500 

300 

200 

100 

0 

Construction 

lndurtry Croup 

Manufacturing Wholeaale/Retall 
Trado/Srrvlcea 

1 1 All 

Serious 

Repeat 

Nonserious 

- All HCS Violations Including Willful 

Note: “Serious” violations include serious, willful, and repeat violations. Of all HCS violations, willful 
violations were 0.3 percent, serious violations were 37.9 percent, repeat violations were 1.9 percent, and e 
other violations were 60 percent. 
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Figure IV.8: Average Penalty for HCS 
Violatlone, by Workrlte Size, OSHA 
Inspection Data (FY 1989-90) 
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Examples of Material Safety Data Sheets 

Under the Hazard Communication Standard, chemical manufacturers 
and importers must obtain or develop a material safety data sheet for 
each hazardous chemical they produce or import, Employers must have 
an MSDS for each hazardous chemical they use. HCS requires that MSDSS be 
written in English and contain at least the following information: 

If the hazardous chemical is a single substance, the substance’s chemical 
and common names; 
If the hazardous chemical is a mixture that has been tested, the chemical 
and common names that contribute to the known hazards and the 
common name of the mixture itself; 
If the hazardous chemical is a mixture that has not been tested as a 
whole, the chemical and common names of (1) all identified carcinogens 
with concentrations 0.1 percent and greater, (2) all other substances 
that are determined to be health hazards that comprise 1 percent or 
greater of the composition, (3) all ingredients that have been determined 
to be health hazards but comprise less than 1 percent of the mixture if 
there is evidence that (a) the ingredients could be released in concentra- 
tions greater than that specified in OSHA'S permissible exposure limit or 
the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists’ 
threshold limit value or (b) could pose a health hazard to employees, 
and (4) all substances that are determined to cause a physical hazard 
when present in the mixture; 
(a) the physical and chemical characteristics of the hazardous substance 
(for example, vapor pressure); (b) the physical hazards of the hazardous 
chemical (for example, the potential for fire and explosion); and (c) the 
health hazards of the hazardous chemical, including signs and symptoms 
of exposure and any medical conditions that are generally recognized as 
being aggravated by exposure to the chemical; 
The chemical’s primary route(s) of entry into the body; 
OSHA'S permissible exposure limit and the American Conference of Gov- b 
ernmental Industrial Hygienists’ threshold limit value and any other 
exposure limit used or recommended by the chemical manufacturer, 
importer, or employer when preparing the data sheets; 
Whether the hazardous chemical is listed in the National Toxicology 
Program’s Annual Report on Carcinogens (latest edition) or has been 
found to be a potential carcinogen listed in the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer Monographs (latest edition) or by 0s~~; 
Any generally applicable precautions for safe handling and use known 
to the chemical manufacturer, importer, or employer preparing the MSDS 
(for example, appropriate hygienic practices, protective measures 
during repair and maintenance of contaminated equipment, and proce- 
dures for cleanup of spills and leaks); 
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l Any generally applicable control measures known to the chemical manu- 
facturer, importer, or employer preparing the MSDS (for example, appro- 
priate engineering controls, work practices, or personal protective 
equipment); 

l Emergency and first aid procedures; 
. The date of preparation of the MSDS or the last change to it; and 
l The name, address, and telephone number of the chemical manufac- 

turer, importer, or employer who prepared the MSDS, and who can pro- 
vide additional information on the hazardous chemical and appropriate 
emergency procedures if necessary. 

If no relevant information was found in any given category on a MSDS, 
the chemical manufacturer, importer, and employer must mark that cat- 
egory to so indicate. 

Within these guidelines, MSDSS can vary in terms of the format chosen to 
present information, the sequence in which information is presented, the 
language used to present the information, and the amount of informa- 
tion presented. HCS does not prohibit chemical manufacturers, importers, 
or employers from preparing MSDSS on substanc,es that may not be 
hazardous. 

For examples of MSDSS with different formats, sequences of presenta- 
tion, and language, as well as variation in the amount of information 
presented, see figures V.l through V.6. An example of a data sheet that 
may be too technical for some employees appears in figure V.1. To deter- 
mine the particular chemicals in each product, an employee must cross- 
reference the chemical stock number on page 1 of the MSDS with the 
table on page 3. Figure V.2 is another example of a technical data sheet 
that requires an employee to be familiar with terms such as chemical 
pneumonitis and aspiration. 4 

Figure V.3 illustrates the amount of information disclosed before one 
identifies the chemical’s health hazards. To illustrate the variation in 
the information presented on the same substance, figures V.4 and V.5 
cite the same active substance, benzoyl peroxide, but are prepared by 
two different companies. The MSDS in figure V.4 states that the sub- 
stance is harmful or fatal if swallowed and that benzoyl peroxide is a 
toxic substance. However, the MSDG in figure V-5 states that the health 
effects due to chronic overexposure to the largely benzoyl peroxide 
product are unknown. 
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Figure V.l: Material Safety Data Sheet-Aerosol Cleaners (Crest Industries) 

PRODUCTS COVZAED: AA-S, M-C, AA-i. AC-C, AC-J, M-C. AC-C, AC-D, AH-S. AK-B, AN-S, AP-8, AA-A 
SEfICNI+MRXKWX 

_____ __ .._.~.. 

iiizif- 
&itLwi&m 

M-S Aay-solr s&at aeaner 240 amrliqu&mildeolvent ‘1”;1”w 
ABX t4atteqmmina.l aeuler : 13 0 ubitefaa,Wada 9otc95 56010 
AB-KmkeKlamr lb 19 

1:6,;,17,19,2l 
PO 0 aedruquid,mudeolvult a lm 

AC-C lAmcl~Cub&QlDhrClmm 3 4 0 aaatli(l.,atmgam0nt 5t010 100 
K-J Jet Blast CMw ICnrbClaamr 1,5,6,8,11,13,17,16,21 3 4 0 Clear liq., rtrcW# 8olVent 10 to 15 1Q) 
m mdia ccotrt a- 4.19 3 0 0 alMirliquid,mildsclvrmt a loo 
WC Glaeeaeaeer 3,s 2 4 0 lhitsfom,aDlmdaOdOP 95 5 to 10 
Ao-D Paint, G&et 6 Lbd Strip ll.12,17 3* 4 0 clear ~1, dd rolvent 5tolO 95 
AK-S fli-Solv Supar Strca(lth Solvent 

aepner 6,8,9,17,20,21 2 4 0 aearliq., nlildsolvent 5 to 10 loo 
AA-6 BrakeKleamr 4,16,19 3" 0 0 clear liquid, mi.ld501v8nt (1 loo 
AN-S Newrsud 6,7,8,12,17,2l 3* 3 0 aear licl., 8tma(l 8olvd tl 100 
AP-6 Pluti-Solv 2,6,6,9,10,14,17,19,21 3 4 0 Clear liq., at- solvent 35 to 40 65 to 95 
An-A Releaw All sprry solvent 8,9,12,15,17 3*4 0 cleaarliq.,mud5olwlt 3otc35 lo3 

~hyltbeffeztsmyooxrfrafm~12an616. SeefbtminBeTIlLIIVI. 
-IQ- 

-Qs . 
$e$- ~,mk,$$gQfg 

.!ti-zE 
l!slawa 

1. kata@ 67-64-l 760 A, 0 U2 56 2.6 12.8 869 465 
2. Arcaatic PatrfJlelm 

601vaot 64742-95-6 
3.2-mutaKjwthmnl 111-76-2 
4. carbcn Dlcui& 124-38-9 
5.DiueaIeAlcbd 123-42-Z 
6.Ethyl&n7me lowl-4 
7.GlymlEtherP 2807-30-9 
a. Iedatalm 75-28-5 
9. Isf&mpyl Alaam 67-63-O 

10. uopropyl Alnim Alkyl 
Iduyl Sul@aute 26264-05-I 

11. fkftbyl Alodbd 67-56-l 
12. netbyl@nB chlorides 75-O9-2 
13. n&by1 Ethyl Kane 78-93-3 
14. nethyl Imbuty1 I(%tme 106-10-l 
15. niwral 6pirita 64742-69-0 
16. Fmzhlmetbylene’= 127~ia-4 
17. Prwsm 74-98-6 
18. 7bluene 108-88-3 
19. l,l,l-Trichlcr~tbne 71-55-6 
2o.wPN&tha 8032-32-4 
21. xylem9 13.3&2+7 

5OE 
25 A Win) 

MOOA 
5OA 

100 A 

1OCQE 
400 A, 0 

106 41 
165 74 

r+me 
146 63 
59 15 

120 49 
(-40 c-40 

53 12 

Cl0 0.2 
0.9 0.1 

NA m 
1.0 0.14 
7 0.5 
1.0 

)76o 2 
31 1.7 

306 152 
340 171 

-WI- 
295 146 
277 136 
301 149 
11 -12 

160 82 

0.9 7.0 
-tGL- 
Nrna 

1.6 6.9 
1.0 6.7 

lblk 
1.8 8.4 
2.0 12.0 

880 471 
unk 
Nua 
tklk 

610 432 
thk 

86O 460 
750 399 

lhk 
725 385 

l224 662 
759 404 
054 457 

,394 )201 

w-m 
8% 180 
856 458 
480 249 
610 432 

2?A Wn) 
5OA. 25W 

200 A, 0 
5OA. 1000 

500E 
5CA. 25p 

1CQOE 
lOOA, 2000 
350 A, 0 
300A 
lOOA. 0 

,200 )93 
54 12 
lkme 

16 -9 
60 16 

104 40 
i&me 

c-40 c-40 
45 7 
None 

45 7 
80 27 - 

to.1 to.1 
96 3.5 

340 14.5 
85 
16 :Ti 

3 0:2 
13 2.1 

)76cl thk 
38 1.5 

100 6.0 
40 2.0 
10 0.8 - -. - 

unk 
147 64 
104 40 
174 79 
237 114 
318 159 
250 121 
-44 -42 
230 llo 
165 74 
233 112 
281 138 

-NA- 
6.7 36.0 

1.*%0 
1.2 mk 
0.7 6.0 

Nab? 
2.1 9.5 
1.2 7.0 
6.7 17.2 
0.9 7.0 
1.0 6.4 

*A - Accni W, 0 mane C6KA PL Other abbrenaticme: CE means Crest EstInute, E imaim Suppliera Mppber, 
) mans gmater thnn, ( mans lem than, NA mean8 Not Applicable, IA& ueim t. aga m in SKTRM VI. 

- II, III 
qreater than 1). Ingredienta (axeept C&16,19) :Ires than 1 

” 

A 
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Amcal aJawx P.1 
morynaaSnOhtdGtOAllU:SUKW-. wm-mgllraaa~~apr 
auma6mnrmrrnrRmrrs:By~hMtandfire: Rmrf czaahrsmaybsam~ ardhlratavmif 
cartaldidde,mrbmaafxi&,bydrourbolrvezum,sD)p. theywillmt~~. cmtatrnrsNatbehadladriulam 
EydrcQm~,chlakr,phr(lcnmd-td duetot.mic,flmahlearJuavtea5umrcDdrdqlre5~. 
t&dmarhlasaY3*,willbe~tmAa-x,Ac-c, mmswrrp:sinathese~~~t5ble(Qlcspt 
u-z, w-0, Ax-a, Nts, w-8 Sal NM.. AS-K, AE-5 s8adlanlbxicmly~ mdtmic, ttwac 

lwDplXmQlWX- hasadmsw&ndirardd. 
~lOlsWlRcrslWlRIALISBuasg,CRPlIAW: -A-m ilsKmnxnAn 
vut m ce-otective e4uPmt ipdudipD mviratal lmtee SRmnz YnKmNmx 
tim. RemIt turthet spillam Evacuate r8zedMmtirl - WF WC) / ISI WC) 
pzmaml. RamwallsuRcaaof~ticn~axaptfccAB- lfJAmmmwI.1IL:amyear 
x, Al& M-B) 5nd vntilate the area. Ksep spill tnm nmaurm6mDTAmlnnr,snrrysuD~ 
I8ah&l-~waterveys.cGvertb8svilllfith !k%panYtnmheat,swksandcpenthls.Domtstaeir 
sa!dwt, vsndculite, Fuller’5 Esrth a other atwrht teqperaturea above l2@‘F (49oC) cc in direct smli&t. Do 
meterisk Collect iderhl with rm-qarb tda (en@ not inhale vapar5 or mq mist. Amid amtact with &in 
ta AB-K, AC-C, &K-B) and pit is a tightly saalad sndayes. !JsBhhsndestteQuseawlbefaeeetiag, 
cratainer. Remove omtaina to a safe plam. dAnking. ~orusingthstoilet. mplovacedwatica 

!MlX MSCSL tEfE& Folk all tderel, state asd endtraMnginthesateuseamihmdlingoftheee 
laden’ nraxwrkal c&ml regulaticms. Incinaraticn is naterials are re@red mder the C6WA Hesard Cmmicatim 
the pretemd u&cd. Standard (29 CFX 1910.l2CO). 
wwrwrmxallamAums IHAsoa:RnsaOXOWlQl! REEP OUT OF TRE REACH OF CHILDREN! 

-XII- -KBEycIpA)-- 
mtal Pmt 3.m B mw Renll5 ect’ t&g& 
1. 4aaRPart 370brpsncyud~ C-h&al Inventory Forma arkl camunity Ri#t-tw?Oim Repa& Requimmts 
2. Title III Sacticn 313 T&c Cbkal Ralaase Rapx& Requirements. 
J&&z All the chepicab listed sust be amsidarad fa 1. atwe. ollythem?5lnerMwithauasterisk (1) taLllder2. 

ltm nunhers in the tollwing table am good for all shimts bsqinkq l/26/90 and until further mtica. 

mi~MJAlBmEEA 
l 1. Acctam - - - - - - - _ 

2. Awnstic Petmlerrm Solvent @,&gp6 - _ - - - - - - - - - 10 _ 

3. 2-BntmYetham1 111-7+2 - - - - - - 05 - - - - - _ 

4.culmDiadde M-38-9 - - 04 - - a- - -‘Me - - 

5. macetale Alcchol up&2 - - - - 04 - - - - - - - - 

l 6. CthyliBuana 100-41-4 05 - - 09 03 - - - 04 - 10 01 - 
7.GlywlEtbarEs 28Q,-3c+9 - - - - - - - - - - 04 - - 

8. Isohtanu 75-28-5 06 10 - - 14 - - - 06 - 10 05 06 
9. Ilqmpyl Alcohol 67-63-O - - - - - - - - 10 - - 30 33 

lO.roopmWlkPine~lLauylSulphsate26264-05-1 - - - - - - - - - - - 05 - 
‘11. why1 Alcohol (lwllawl) 67-56-I - - - 03 0, - - 06 - - - - - 

wt. nethy1ene &bride Klichlommthsne) 75-G+2 - - - - - - - 66 - - 25 - 13 
*13. tbthyl Ethyl Kstme 78-93-j - _ - - 07 - - - - - - - _ 

u. why1 Is&My1 Katcna 10+1*1 - - - - - - - - - - - ()5 - 

15. tUneral Spirits 647*-8+8 - _ - - - - - - _ - - - 42 

n16. F’~chlom&hylene (Tatrachlomsthylanahylene) 127-184 - - & - - - - - - 48 - - - 

11. vmvam 74-98-6 06 - - 20 14 - - 18 06 - 10 05 06 
a. TOluam p-J6-8+3 - - - - 29 - - - - - - - - 

*19. l,l,l-l&hlorcethana Msthylchlomfom~ 71-55-6 - - 48 10 - 96 - - - 48 - 30 - 
20. w Naphtha 8032-32-4 63 _ _ - - - - - 56 _ - - _ 

‘21. IQlewS 1330-20-7 20 - - 36 11 - - - 18 - 40 04 - 
Vhysical Ward-Fire loo 10 - 88 loo - 09 24 loo - 74 60 87 
Fbysical Ram-d-hessure Release 12 10 04 20 28 04 04 18 12 Od 20 10 15 
fbalth Hazard-Acute ldd 10 100 98 10-l 100 09 90 1M) 100 99 95 100 
lialtll llasad-chrmic - - Q8- - - - 72 - 4825- w 
Ryrical kzard-Reactivity Nmeof theAamaolclaanarsha~ulisbazard. 
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Fiaure V.2: Material Safety Data Sheet-Brake Cleaner (Penray Company) 

National Faint nE4LlnnA2ARD 2-Moderate 
ami i.aatinsa 
AaMcfatial FUMABILITYHAzARp 1-s&#e 

m Material REAfmwmHAzARo O-Minimal 
Identiffcation 

SW- pgffK)NALE3WTKXICU G-Chasea, 
Cl-, Vapor 
Rem 

I 6lEl'IoN I. MATERIAL IDEM'IFICATICN 1 
j 

Txada/hhtarial Nsa: 4720 8RAlGI CARD 

lhaoriptim: 8RAKn CLJwm 

cbaJcalNam:~INATED~ 

kwlaufaotumn: Pm?AY mANY 24HR.MEDIcAL~CY 
PtlaEi: 708-459-6000 Phaa: 800-942-5969 

GwNubar: peroent: Eazard: 

71-55-6 75-85 

1330-20-7 10-20 

124-38-g 5 

Nmmm~mLIsTEDAs~YHAzARDous umER.%mIoN 
IF SNRED IN EKE.9 OF WE Ti+msHoLD~~ITY, THIS mDucr9naJLD BEREKWED 

UNDkl? SECTION 311 AND 312 A3 A(N): 

-9llDDENlXLE4SEHAzARD 
- ll+lErJIATE (AaRE) HEALm HAZARD 

-DELdyED(CHF&JNIC)HEALTHHAZAiUl 

%Re 1 --- FEDS E9 continues on page 2 --- Page 1 
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sE(;TIoEI IV. FIREANDEXPU~IONDATA 
I 

plash mint (athod): OVER 140’ F Limits: LEL x: NUT lm x: tm 
ESTABLISHED ESTABLISHED 

p.@p~ ~&le/CaJutfbla Liquid Claasificeticm: IIIA 

NFPAPilakardSmbol~: Flarability: 1 Health: 3 Reaotivity: 0 spsdal: 

mtinpuisbinp kiia: WATER FM: 

l&mId rim or 

pLAsHmIuc INFoRMATI~IsFQRTtlENoN-pRopELuwT PXl'ICUOFlW WCULY. 

.¶nxmi v. RPACTMTY DATA 

kterinl IS stable liazadoun polymerization CA!! occur 
f%aical kmqatibilities: SIWB4G OXIDIZING A(IEMs 

Cariitim ta avoid: HIQI nTUKl?S 

Rrzsrdanr daaw&ceitim Fkahmta: CARBON l+loNoxIDE kNDKQWCJUCiUDEVAFQRS,AND 
SMALL-O$pHDsc;pIE. 

mge 2 --- mm 49 continues on page 3 --- mge 2 
-DE??2 
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mtarisl safety Data shu$t 

I HF&'I?i HAZARD INFoIFlATION continued from page 2 I 

(‘$-p2e;f~t a pialxmliAsBEKNsuGG~ 
OR KIDNEY 

k&T8z~I~~~~"~SYSTEM~ANDLIVER 
ABNORMALITIES. ASPIRATION MID i.UNGS DUE To V(mITING CAN CAUSE CXmICAI, 

mITI.9 WHIM CAN BE FATAL. (SEE CQmwrs) 

Signs L symptar of overmpomm: 
Bye mtaat: REQNFSS, TEARING, BLURRED VISION. 

Ski.nmntaot:REDNESS,DRYSKIN. 

Inhalation: DIZZINESS HEADACHE NAUSEA, UNCXJNSCIOUSNESS AND 
ASPHYXIATfON ARB FCkSIBLE. 

Inmstion: NAUSKA, V@lITING, CRAMPS 

First aid: 

&eambt: FUJSHWIl'RCLEARWATER lQRl5 MINUl'ES, LIFl'INGEXELIIX3 
OOCASIONALLY. GE!l'MEDICALATl'Et.RICN. 

Skin oontaot: WG;AS;:B SOAP AND WATER. IF IRRITATION DBVKLOR3, SEE A 

rnhdatim: RBDVE To FRmH AIR. RESMPZE NOlXiL PJS%AWING. GET 
MEDICALA'ITFNTION. 

ImPstim: CALLAFHYSICIANORIAXAL FOISONIX%TROLCE~~ER 
PMEDIATELY FOR INSTRUCl'IONS. 

ASPIRATION OF MATERIAL INPO U!GS DUB To VOMITING CAN CAUSE CHEMICAL PNELRlOhITIS 
WHICH CAN BE FATAL. 

I SECTION VII. SPILL, LF.AIi AND DISWSAL pRocEDuREs 

33&i&fl?ak pNlceduN?s: SMALL SPILL -CONTAIN AND OXLl?!X PIXXXKTWITH INERT 

i+%%C%?K6UI~ SIKIULDBEEVACUATED. CONTAINANDam PF83bJCTWITH INERT 
- VFNTILATBAREA. PERSONS NOT INVOLVED IN THEClJZAN-UP ANTI NoThEARING 

=ENL PLSrCEINCLOSEDCONTAINERSFORDISPOSAL.KEEPPRODULTFRCmENTERISG'GATER 

Wake mnag-t/ Disposal: DISFOSEOF IN AccoRDANcE WITHALL URAL, STATE, AND 
EEDERAL RFXXXATIONS. 

I SECTIOS VIII. SPFCIAL PROTEXXION INFORMATION 

F4m3orurl protective equipwmt: 

GotWee: -ICAL SPWSH COCCLFS 

I 

Pam 3 --- SPECIAL F%YRXXTCN INRfZMATION mntinues on pxge 4 --- me 3 
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Pb&.erial Safety Data Sheet 

PENRAY mANY 
440 DENNISTON aYJRT 

WREELING, ILLINOIS 60090 

Product: 4120 BRAKE CARD 

p?&Joi y / 49 
Bate: Juiy 25, 1989 

r~-- 

I SPECIAL PROTECTION INFCRMATION continued from page 3 I 

Cl-: NITRILE OR WA 

Respirator: AIR-SUPPLIED MASK IN CONFINED AREA OR IN mEMERCY SI'llJATIONS. 

Workplm -idemtiona: 

ventilation: P~~x'&~~~S"~~$~?C$$$AL (GENERAL AND/OR LOCAL1 VEXl'ILATION 'IO 

SaPety stations: 
EYE WASH STATIONS. 

PRRSONAL FRfXECTlVE EQUIl?lEKl'SUGGESTIoNS PFRTAINMAINLYTOl%ERG~CYSI?UATIGNS 
INVOLVING A LARGE ANTITYOFpRDDuGI.EYE 

lxN+Y 
PRWECITON ANDCWl'RINGTopREvENT 

pRou)EIcED SEIN ACT IS SUFFICIENT UNDER Cx3NDITIO?XI OF NORMAL USE. 

i ~~~ SECfION IX. SPECIALPRECAUfIONS I 

-ial handling / st.0-e: AVOID BREATRINO Vm. VAPORS ARE HEAVIER TRAN AIR AND 
WILLCGLLECl'INUWAREAS.DOhWl'ENTlX'IHFSEAREAS 
WITHOVT pRmERRESPIRATORY FRufEcrIOR. (SEE SEmION VIII) 

Prqnred/revised by: R.W. ElX 

April 11, 1990 

THIS F'RCDUCf Et4TERIAL SXETY DATA SHEET PROVIDES HEALTR AND SAFETY INFORhlATION. THE 
PFQDUCP IS TO BE USED IN APPLICATIONS COKSISTENT WITH OUR Pi%3DUCf LITERATURE. 
INDIVIDUALS HANDLING THIS PRODUCT SHOULD BE INFGRNED OF TEE -lENDED SAFETY 
PRFCAUI'IONS AND SHOULD RAVE ACCESS MTHIS Ih~TIOh. FOR Ah'Y0l'f@USES -L'RES 
SHCLlD BE E1'ALUATED SO THAT APPROFRIATF HANDLIXG PRACTICES AND TRAIIUING P&X4'= CAY 
BE ESTABLISHED TO ENSURE SAFE kY)FKPL4LE OPERATIONS. PLF.ASE CXM3LZT SOUR LOCAL SALES 
REPRESENT'ATI\'E FOR X3' k?RTHER INFOMATION. 

Page? 4 --- End of MSDS 49 --- lb.s-2 4 
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Flgure V.3: Msterlal Safety Data Sheet-Brake Cleaner (3m Company) 

3U General OfflCes 
W Center 
St. Paul, Mtnne5ota 
55 144-1000 
612/733-1110 
tbns No.: 00-617-3082 

\tERIAL SAFETY 
\TA SHEET 
.mw--s--w-- -----v--I -------------------_------------------------------------- 

IVYSION: 40 HESIVES, COATINGS AN’l SEALERS 

lADE NAUEf 
3~ Brake Cleaner Part No. 08906 

‘4 I.D. NIJUWR? 62-4YOO-9909-O 62-4970-4909-R 62-4970-9909-3 
CS-0406-1920-O 

TSUED: March 15, 19Y0 
JPERSEDES : Decentbar 30, 1989 
XUWENT: 10 -9129-7 

w----w----- -v--m---------- ____________-_____---------------------------------- 
I---- EXPOSURE LIMITS ----I 

. INGREDIFN TS C.A.S. Y PERCENT VALUE UNIT TYPE AUTH 
__----_-------------------------------------- -----------------_-------------- 

,l,l-trlchloroethane 71-55-6 
a8 

- 50 350 wm TWA ACGTH 

archloroethv lene 127-18-4 - 50 25 DDll TVA OSHA 
rooane 74-98-6 - 20 1000 DDll 

123-91-l 0.‘: - 1 25 
TWA OSHA 

,4-dloxane DPm TWA ACCIH 

OURCE OF EXPOSURE LIMIT ‘JATA: 
ACCIH: Amrlcan Conference of Governmental Industrial RvOienlSts 
OSHA: Occupational Safetv and Health Adrintstratfon 

HIS PRODUCT CONTAINS THE POLLOYINC TOXIC CHEJ4ICAt OR CHEWICALS SOBJECT TO THE 
EPORTINC REOJJIREMENTS OF SECTION 313 OF TITLE III OF THE SUPERFUND AJ4ENDMENTS 
L(D REAUTHOR[ZATION ACT OF 1986 AYD 40 CFR PART 372: 

lrlrl-trlchloroethane 
DeKchloroethvlene 
1,4-dtoxana 

_-----_--------------------------------------------------~-------------------- 
2. PHYSICAL DATA 
--w---w-------*------ --------------------------------------------------------- 

FJOLLING POINT: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cosoressed aas 
VAPOR P*ESSURE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR * 1): . . . . . . . 

~~yyzv3d aas 

EVAPORATION RATE (ETHER = 1): . . < 5 
SOLUR IL1 TY IN YATER I . . . . . . . . . . . Verv sliqht 
SPECIF’TC GRAVITY: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A 
PERCENT VOLATILE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 t bv uaiqht 

--------__------_--___--_-__--------------------------------------------- 
5bravlatt ons : H/1 - Not Determtned NIL - Not ADDlicabls 
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IS: 3n Brake Claaner Part vo. m906 
1r-15-1990 PAGE 2 

PHYSTC& DATA (cont. I 
.--------- ..-----w---q--- -------------_--------------------------------------- 

VOLATILS ORGANICS: . . . . . . . ..I... 659 on/liter 
oH: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/D 
vIscnSnY: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A 

APPEARANCE AND ODOR: Colorless, llauid, sueet odor 

_--___-_---__-------__-_------I_____________ ---------------_----___________p 
. FIRE AWO EXPLOSIUN HAZARD DATA 
._____________________________----------------------------------------------- 

FLASH PI INT: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -50 P 
PLAWYARILITY LIMIT - LEJ.: . . . . . . NJA 
FLAMMABILITY LIHIT - JJEL: ..-... Flammable Gas 
AUTOICIITION TEUf'ERATUREi m.1.m. N/D 

EXTINCDI SHING MEDIA: 
CD2, f oan, dry cheulcal 

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: 
Plre fighters shnuld be eaulDDed uith self-contained breathina 
apoaratus uhen fiehtina fires lnvolvino thls q aterial. 

UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAXARDS: 
Extra elv Flammable. Overheated, closed containers adlacent to fire 
could axDlDde due to pressure builduo. (Treat as a oressurlzed 
product.) 

NPPA HAZARD CO'IES: HEALTH: 3 FIRE: 4 REACTIVITY: 0 

______________________________----------------------------------------------- 
. REACTIVITY DATA 

~~~~--~--~-~------- _-------------_-_----------------------*------------------- 

STWILITY: stable 

INCOUPAT ABILITY - NATERIALS TO AVOID: 
N/A 
CONDIT 10’8 TO AVOID: Do not puncture or incinerate. Do not store at 
temperatures above 1ZOP. 

HAZARDW S POLYHEHIZATION? Ulll not occur. 

HAZARDOJ S DECORPOSITION PRODDCTS : 
CO, 02, HP, HCl and oassible trace amounts of chlorene and ohosoene 
uhrn subjected to r?xcessive heat or flame. 
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SOS: 31 Brake Cleaner Part No. 08906 
usr-IS-1990 PAGE 3 

_--__-------____-----__------------------------------------------------------ 
5. ENVIRON4 BNTAL DATA 
------------------m-------- -----------------_-------------------------------- 

SPILL Rt SPONSE: 
If cana tuoture, observe precautions from other sections. Extinouish 
all ionition sources and ventilate area. Use inoroanic absorbent to 
absorb s~tll, olace absorbed oroduet and martially full cans in a 
U.S. 0 eDt. of tran.soortation aoptoved metal container and seal. 

RECOHHNDED DISPOSAL: 
Incinerate absorbed Droduct and uartiallv full cans in a hazardous 
waste facility. Dts~ose of emotv cans in a sanitary landfill or 
incinerate in a commercial facilitv caDabl¶ of handllna aerosol eans- 
Consult aaolicable reoulations or authorities before diSoOSa1 as the 
Droduc t contains halooens. U.S. EPA HAZARDOUS YASTE NO.: 0001 
(Ianitable). 

ENVIRONY ENTAL DATA: 
CAS I7 l-55-6 is listed as a priorltv pollutant bv USEPA. Clean Water 
Actl Soctton 307. 
Volatl la Orqanlc Comoound (VOC): 
Waximln VOC = b59 arams/liter. 
Maxinun VOC minus Water minus ExemDt Solvents = 1005 warns/liter. 
WC’s were calculated accordina to Rule 443.1 of the South Coast 
Air Walltv Manaoement District (SCAPWD). 

SARA HAZAR’I CLASS: 
FIRE HLZARnr YES PRESSUREr YES REACTIVITY: NO ACUTE: YES CHRONIC: YES 

--_-__-____-_---_-_-------------____________________--------------------------- 
6. SUGCFSTID FIRST AID 

_-__-_--------------------------------------------- -----------__--------------- 

EYE COW ACT: 
Immediatclv flush ovns uith Laroe amounts of uater for at least 10 
minutes, while holrlinq evelids ooen. Call a physician. Plushino 
uith ilater may not prevent eve inlurv. 

SKlN COYTACT: 
Uash affected area uith soap and mater. 

INHALATI ON I 
Now a ffrctad oerson to fresh air at once= If breathins difficulties 
oersts t, call a ohvsician. 

INGESTTO N t 
Do net induce vamitino. Tnmedlatelv call a ohysiclan or aolson 
contra 1 center. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIANS: EXDOSUrE to l,l,l-trichloroethane mav increase 
“nvocerdial irritability.” no not administer synoathoniaetic drues 

------------_------_-_--------------------------------------------------- 
bbreviatl ON : N/D - Not Oetcrn ined N/A - Not &DDltCahh? 
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!M: 31 Brrks Cleaner Part No. 08906 
ar-15-1990 PAGE 4 

-_--------------------_--_-----------_-------------------------------------- 
. SUGGEST30 FIRST AID (cont.) 
__-___----------_-----_------------------------------------------------------ 

(i.e. adrenaline) unless absolutelv necessarv. No specific antidote. 
Suoportive care and treatment based on judoensnt of vhvslcian in 
reapcnse to the oatiant recommended. 

. PRECAUTIONARY INPORWATSOY 
--__---_----_-------_-------_----~------------------------------------------- 

Keep auav from all SoutCes of imitiOn. The vapors released bv the 
abduct can be ianitsd easilv and burn exnlosivelv. Use onlv in 
areas uith sutticient ventilation to maintain vaoor and sorav 
concentrations belou the recommended exposure limits. Provide local 
axhaur t ventilstion~ if necessarv. Avoid orolonoed breathfno of 
vavor and mist. Avoid vaDor contact uith ouen flame, ueldino arcs or 
other hioh teaoerature sources uhich can cause vapor deCO!ItDOSitiOn 
and harmful nases. Prevent contact with eves and skin; year 
aporooriatr eye ototection such as chemical qoaqles and imoervious 
aloves uhen handlino the oroduct. Keen out of the teach of children. 
00 not take internally. Deliberate concentration and inhalation or 
suallouino nay be hstaful or fatal. Do not uuncture or incinerate 
can. Do not store at temoeratures above 120P. 

ADDITIONAL EXPOSURE LIUITS 
I---- EXPOSURE LIHITS ----I 

1 NGX EDIEN’tS VALUE UNIT TYPE AUTH 
__-----------------------------~-------------------------------- 

l,l, 1-trtchloroethane 
l,l, I-trichloroathane 
1,L 1-trlchlotoethane 
l,l, l-trichloroethane 
l,l, I-trichloroethane 
lrL I-trichloroethane 
1,t 1-trichlorosthane 
aerchloroethvlene 
oerchloroethvleno 
aerchloroethvlann 
oerchloroethvlena 
Deahloroethvlene 
or00 ano 
1,4-dioxano 
1,4-dioxane 
1,4-dioxane 

1900 
450 
2450 
350 
1900 
450 
2450 
50 
33s 
200 

Ef” 
1800 

2’: 
90 

mnqla3 TYA 
DPS STEL 
w/o3 STEL 
OD(I TWA 
nqlm3 TYA 
DO111 STEL 
IPalm STEL 
DDm TWA 
rq/m3 TWA 
DPl STEL 
m9/a3 STEL 
q ofn3 TWA 
ml/n3 WA 
n9rm3 TYA 
PPn TWA 
n9lm3 TWA 

ACGIH 
ACGIH 
ACGIH 
CISHA 

OSHA 
OSHA 
ACGIH 
ACGIH 
ACCIH 
ACGIH 

OSHA 
ACCIH 
OSHA 
OSHA 

-----_-_--_-__-----_----------------------------------------------------- 
Srevlations : N/D - Not Determined NIA - Not Aoplit-able 
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SDS1 3~ Brake Cleaner Part No. 08906 
Mar-15-1990 PAGE 5 

_---_---------_____-_______----____________________------------------------- 
7. PRECAUTIONARY INPORMA’fION (cont.) 
__-_-----_------___-_-_--___-______________________--------------------------- 

ADDIfIOYAL EXPOSURE LIMITS (cont. 1 
I---- EXPOSURE LIMITS ----I 

I NC1 ED IENTS VALUE UNIT TYPE AUTH 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

SOURCE OF EXPUSURE LIMIT DATA: 
- ACGIH: American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hvolenlsts 
- OSHA: Clccupational Safety and Health AdministratIon 

__----___---__-_--___-____--__------------------------------------------------ 
4. HEALTH i AZ AR0 nATA 
__-_-__--_-____--__________________________________--------------------------- 

EYE CIPTACT: Sorav oarttculate mav cause severe eve irritation and 
vaDor may cause eye lrrltatlon. 

SKIN CONTACT: Hay cause skin ltritatlon on Drolonoed or reocated 
contact. Percnloroethviena may be absorbed throuoh the skin In 
harmful amounts. 

INHALATION: OVSrexDoSUreS to vapor concentrations exceedins 
recoarended exposure limits mav cause resolratorv syste8 irritation 
and tsmporarv nervous system impairment (ltaht-headedness). 
Prolanoed or rnoeated overexoosures to l,l,l-trlchloroethane Moors 
mav cause mild liver and kihev injury and heart rhythm disturbances. 
Prolonged or rePeated overexposures to perchloroethylene vapors mav 
cause liver and kidney injurv. Svmotons of overexoosure may include 
headache, dizziness, weakness , fatioue, and on extreme overexposure, 
unconsciousness. Deliberate misuse by concentration and Inhalation 
of vgnr may cause sudden death. 

INGESf ION: Accidental suallouina is not an antlcioated route of 
exDosure due to the aerosol nature of the oroduct. Intentional 
concentration and inaestlon mav cause dloesttve svstem itritatlon and 
llaht-headedness. Insestion of larae amounts of 
l,l,l- trichloroethane mav cause burns , nausea, voaitina, louered 
blood oressure, heart rhvthm disturbances and mild liver and kldnav 
danaa. Inoestion of oerchloroethylene mav cause luno daaaoe and 
liver disorders. 

NOTE8 1,1,1-t richloroethane contains stablltzersr lncludlncr 
1,4-dl oxane, a ootentlal cancer hazard. No carcinosenic potential 
was revealed froa studies tn uhlch laboratorv animals uere exposed bv 
inhalation or inaestion to l,l,l-trichloroethane containlna 2-O) 
1,4-di oxane. NO birth defects or reoroductive disorders uere 
observed among exDoaed laboratorv animals. 

-----------___---------__------------------------------------------- ----- 
bbreviatlom: N/D - Not Determined NIA - Not Aoplicable 
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4SDSI 3M Rrn kc Cleaner Part No. OB906 
nar-15-1990 

al 
PAGE 6 

R. HEALTH H AZARD DATA (cont. 1 

NOTEI Perchloroethylene la a cotential cancer hazard causino Liver 
turmots and leukemia bv the oral and inhalation routes of exoosure In 
laboratory animal studies <IARC oosstble human exoosure 2B). 

---_-----_-----_---_____________________------------------------------- --------- 
SECTION CHANGE DATES 

the FIRST AID SECTION has been chanoed since Oecember 30, 1989 

---------_--*------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The information on this Data Sheet reoresents our current data and best ooinion 
dS to the prooer use In handllno of this material under normal conditions. Anv 
JSE of the natertal uhlch Is not Cn conformance ulth thfs Data Sheet or which 
involves usina the material in combination with anY other material or any other 
lrocess IS the rszponstbllttv of the user. 
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Figure V-4: Material Safety Data Sheet-Cream Hardener (Fibre Glass-Evercoat Company) 

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
m form oomp(kr with 29 CFR 1910.1200 fTha Hamdous CommunkaUon Standard) 

Flbre Qlass-Evercoat Co.. Inc. 
6500 Cornell Rd., ClnClnnatl, Ohio 45242 513-459-7500 

Sects I Product lnlomWon 

PMUCINUIIO: Crou ilardoner Produ*Cb~: ~eozoyl Peroxide Pslte 

Put Numbof: 351-361,386,860 Date Prepared 8-4-88 

bctlon II Hazardous IngfedMs 
InQredienl Car No. Expceure Limit K 

*Benroy Peroxide 96-36-O 5mn/& <50 
Refinad Oil Blend 64761-88-4 None (15 

Inorganic Oxide Pinmoots N/A None < 5- 
water N/A None <20 
Refer to 29 CFR 1910.1000, Subject z. Also see TLV for Chemical Substances 
ana vnysrcal Agents In tne work environment IACGTR) . 

l All ingredients marked with an asterisk (*) are toxic chemicals subject 
to reporting requirements of Section 313 of Title III of the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 and 40 CFR Part 372. 

kctlon ill Phyrld DItr 
Bollinppdrn: Water loo0 r ~Evaporetion Rate (Bulyl Acetate - 1): glower I 

Vapor Pressure (mm Hp.) N/A IVeporDensity(Air-1): >l 
Specific Qravity: 1.2 Melting Point: Decomposes 
AppSannwandOdor: Red,mite, or Blue .nild Odor Solubilily in Water: Insoluble 
$ectlon IV Fire end Exploelon Haxard Data 
Flesh Point: 18O’F T.C.C. 1 Flammeble Limits: LEL N/A UEL N/A 

Exiinguirhing Media: CO2, Dry Chcmicsl or Foam 

Special Fire Fighting Procedures: Evacuee sres l d fight fire from a distance. Cool ourrounding 

.ra, with water. 

Unusual Fire and Explosion Haxards: 
When confined during expo‘ure to . fire .n cxplorive decomporition may OCC”~. 

Hfizardour Decomposition hduClS: Flmmblc RMCS. Can form explosive mixture vith air. 
!Mtlon V Hoelth Harrrd Data 
Permissable ExposureLevel: N/E (See Hazardous ingredients for Comoonent TLV data) 

Primary Routes ol Entry: skin and InREm t ion 
EMclsof OVerexposure: thmfd 01 fatal if rvallovcd. Irritw2t vhcn in contact 

with *yam or with open abraded skin. 

First Aii: - 
Eye-Plush with wter for 15 minutea. Get medical attention. 
Ingalrion-Induce vomiting and get medical attention. 
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Appendix V 
Examples of Material Safety Data Sheets 

tioolth Hwrd DaIa . CUM. 
Etlwls of Chronic ~WSXPOUN~: Not eetebliehod 

mcNon VI Ramtmq Date 
StrMlity: Uneteble I Haxrrdous Polymorlzawm: Will not occur 

lmt&Aky: Strong l cide, Alkelie, Reducing Agent8, Oxidisere, Metal Salte 

Cor~Ii~ionsloAvoid: Expoaurc to tempereture above lOso? 

Saollon VII Spill or Leak Procrcturos 
Stops to tm taken in caaa ol Spill or La*: 

Abeorb on vcrmiculire or perlite. Werh .ra. with eo.p end weter. 

Was~rOhposalMoM: Iocinerete in l ccordence with federel, l tete and local reguletioce. 
CAUTIONI Do not incinerete in cloeed containera. 

Saotton wl Spachl PromotIon InMoatlon 

iMiPiralofy Protection: No epeclel rcauiramsnt~. 

ProtrcthrO OIOVW: plasticr . 

Eye Promtion: Sefcty gleeece 
OthW Lye wreh etetion 
SootIon IX S~aolrl Preoautlonr 
StorlngandHandling: Keep evey from beet flaw or SourceI of i8nition. 

Store below lOOoF 

NFPA Classification: Health- 2 
Olher: 

Fire- 2 Reactivity- 2 Special Hazard- oxidizer 

D.O.T. Clese: Conrumer Commodity OR&D 
D.O.T. I.D. No.1 Putty N.O.T. Item No. 150110 
IATA Nsmcr Organic Peroxide 
IATA Hezerd Cleser 5.2 Packeglng Croup 2 
IO NO. UN2089 
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Appendix V 
Exnmplem of MatmM Safety Data Sheets 

Figure V.6: Material Safety Data Sheet-Cream Hardener (Clausen CornDam 

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
(Amrowd k u. I). olprmrm of Lhr esmtw~ BlmllaP te term LSS‘4oS.lI S4S4wo NWLA S-70 

I w-1 ----.. . 

TNC CLAUSEN COMPANY 

I Sadon II - HAZARDDUS INQREDIENTS 
?AINTS. CRLSERVATIVSS. L SOLVENTS 

CAIILYCI Ao0IrIV.s 

Bmlztlylpsrcacide 50 

"SWCL OT"‘lU 

I I I 

HAZARDDUb MIXTURES OF OTHER LIOUIDS. SOLIDS, OR GASES m IL” 
I”“lW 

watar ellulsifiers, plasticizer and camrate am not wnsidered hazardDusma~ial8 50 

I I 

ACCIARAhCI AND 000” 
J 

white or Dicsmlt rnMtal 

‘I#4 INFORMATION IS FUANISMEO WITWOUT WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION, INDUCEMENT OR LICENSE OF ANY KIND. 
:XCEPT THAT IT IS ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF TME CLAUSEN COMPANY’S KNDWLEDCE, OR OBTAINED FROM SOURCES 
ELILVCD BY THE CLAUSEN COMPANY TO BE ACCURATE, AND THE CLAUSEN CO. DOES NOT ASSUME ANY LEGAL RESPON. 
IBILITY FOR USE OR RELIANCE UPON SAME. CUSTOMERS ARE ENCOURAGED -0 CONDUCT THEIR OWN TESTS. BEFORE 
SING ANY PRODUCT. READ ITS LABEL. 
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AQQtmdix v 

Examples of Material Safety Data Sheets 

&don VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 

Section IX -SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
Fn “IN n* * w4W.h I.1 AL1 q w 

radiatcrs or stempips. 

extreme heat, open flame. 
DANGER: xf swallowed! Combustible! Avoid breathing of vapors- no not flame 
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Ppr! ~~9sInspec!tl ‘on Procedures for Makrial 
Safety Data Sheets 

Employer 
Responsibilities 

Procedures for inspection of material safety data sheets begin with the 
chemical manufacturer or importer responsible for originating, modi- 
fying, and distributing the MSDS to other employers who use the chemi- 
cals. Under the Hazard Communication Standard, chemical 
manufacturers and importers must 

obtain or develop MSDSS for each hazardous chemical they produce or 
import if it is used by workers in the workplace, 
ensure that the information recorded accurately reflects information 
and scientific evidence used in making a hazard determination for the 
chemical, 
modify any MSDS they developed when they become aware of any new 
information regarding the hazards of a chemical, and 
ensure that distributors and employers are provided the MSDS with the 
initial chemical shipment and the initial shipment after any revision. 

While OSHA requires employers to maintain MSDSS on file for the chemi- 
cals they use in their business, they are not held responsible for inaccu- 
rate information on the MSDS unless they prepare their own sheets.’ To 
enforce compliance, OSHA relies on its inspections of both producers of 
hazardous chemicals and employers to provide oversight of the hazard 
evaluations and MSD!3 accuracy and completeness. 

OSHA Inspection 
’ Process 

OSHA inspects or examines MSDSS at the site of either the developer of the 
MSDS or an employer using hazardous substances, normally by reviewing 
a sample of the sheets (see fig. VI.l). If an obvious problem is found, the 
inspector brings the MSDS into the OSHA area office, which first writes to 
the MSDS developer requesting corrective action within 30 days. If the 
developer fails to respond, OSHA sends a referral to the state program or 
federal area office within whose jurisdiction the manufacturer or 
importer does business. Subsequently, the office with jurisdiction must 
then conduct an abbreviated review to confirm the need for a modifica- 
tion in the MSDS and to determine the extent of the violation. 

‘HCS permits an employer to perform its own hazard evaluation and to prepare its own MSDS on a 
hazardous chemical in lieu of the MSDS received from the manufacturer or importer. In this case, the 
employer is treated like a chemical manufacturer or importer and is responsible for the accuracy of 
the information. 

4 
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AQpendix V'l 
0SHA’s h3pection Procedures for Material 
Safety Data Sheets 

Figure Vl.1: OSHA’r Procedure ior Inspecting Chemical Manufacturers’ and Importers’ Hazard Evaluation Process 
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Appendix VII 

Data Supporting Figures in Report 

A 

Data for Figures in 
Chapters 1 - 5 
Table VII.1: Data for Flgure 2.1 

Percent of emplo ers out of 
compliance w th HCS r 

Industry group 1 2 3 

Construction 24% 19% 15% 
Manufacturing 41 37 19 
Wholesale/retail trade/services 30 25 19 

Table Vll.2: Data for Figure 2.2 

Employer size 
Fewer than 20 employees 

20-499 employees 
500 or more emDlovees 

Percent of employers out 
of compliance with HCS 

58% 

30 
20 

Note: Sampling errors range from +/-9 percentage points for employers with fewer than 20 employees 
to +/-5 points for employers with 500 or more employees. 

Table Vll.3: Data for Figure 2.3 

Industry group 
Construction 

Manufacturing 
Personal services 

Percent of emplo ers out of 
compliance w th HCS r 

1 2 3 

55% 48% 33% 

63 33 18 

57 43 42 

Note: Sampling errors range from +/-12 to +/-18 percentage points for employer groups with fewer 
than 20 employees, from +/-6 to +/-lo points for employer groups with 20 to 499 employees, and 
+/-6 to +/-lo points for employer groups with 500 or more employees. 

Table Vll.4: Data for Figure 3.1 
Percent of employers 

slightly aware 
Employer size unaware of HC 1 
Fewer than 20 employees 29 

20-499 employees 10 

500 or more employees 2 

Note: Sampling errors range from t/--5 percentage points for employers with fewer than 20 employees 
to +/-1 point for employers with 500 or more employees. 
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Appendix VU 
Dsta Supporting pigurea in Report 

Table VII.& Data for Figure 3.2 

Employer size 
All employers 
Fewer than 20 emblovees 

Percent of employers aware of HCS 
1 2 3 

45% 44% 11% 
42 46 11 

20-499 employees 53 36 11 
500 or more employees 72 19 9 

Note: Sampling errors range from +/-4 percentage points to +/-6 points for all employers, +/-5 
points to +/-7 points for employers with fewer than 20 employees, +/-4 points to +/-6 points for 
employers with 20 to 499 employees, and +/-4 points to +/-7 points for employers with 500 or more 
employees. 

Table VII.& Data for Figure 4.1 
Percent of employer8 who 

Problems with all/ almost all MSDSs receive MSDSs 
Too technical for emclovees 55% 
Too technical for managers 32 
Too much information 38 
Not enouah relevant information 13 

Too difficult to locate information 25 
Contain inaccurate information 3 
Safe substances classified as hazardous 8 
Inconsistent MSDSs from different manufacturers 10 

MSDSs difficult to obtain from manufacturers 6 

Note: Sampling errors range from +/-7 percentage points for “too technical for employees” to +/-2 
percentage points “for inaccurate information.” 

Data for Figures in 
Appendix I 
Table Vll.7: Data for Figure 1.1 

b 

Percent of employer8 out 
HCS requirements violated of compliance with HCS 
MSDS, training, and label requirements 5% 
Any two requirements only 32 
Any one requirement only 63 

Note: Sampling errors range from +/-9 percentage points for “any one requirement” only to t/-4 
percentage points for MSDS training and “labeling requirements.” 
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Appendix VU 
Data Supporting Figures iu Report 

Table VII.& Data for Flgure 1.2 
;t~~;;; of chemical Percent of employers who Percent of employers who 

receive MSDSs do not receive MSDSs 
None 3% 17% 

1 4 17 ~- 
2-4 36 37 
5-7 33 21 

8 or more 24 8 

Note: Sampling errors range from +/-2 percentage points for employers who receive MSDSs reporting 
no hazards to t/-7 percentage points for employers who do not receive MSDSs reporting 2 to 4 
hazards. 

Data for Figures in 
Appendix IV 
Table Vll.9: Data for Figure IV.1 

Industry group 
Construction 

Percent of worksites out of 
compliance with HCS 

23% 

Manufacturing 36 

Wholesale/retail trade/services 7 

Other 13 

Note: In all industries, OSHA found 26 percent of worksites to be out of compliance with HCS. 

Table Vll.10: Data for Figure IV.2 

HCS reauirement 
Percent of all HCS 

violation8 
Written proqram 38% 

Label/hazard evaluation/trade secret 12 

Material Safety Data Sheet 23 

EmDlovee trainina 27 

Table VII.1 1: Data for Figure IV.3 
Percent of HCS violations 

Industry group 1 2 3 4 

Construction 40% 7% 26% 27% 

Manufacturing 34 19 19 28 
Wholesale/retail trade/services 36 14 23 27 

Other 37 13 24 26 
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Appendix VII 
Data Supporting Figures in Report 

Table Vll.12: Data for Figure IV.4 

Worksite size 
Percent of HCS violations 

1 2 3 4 

Fewer than 20 employees 

20-499 employees -- 
500 or more emDlovees 

37% 13% 23% 27% --- -.. 
35 ’ 8 l!!----.-. 3 
23 32 18 27 

Table Vll.13: Data for Figure IV.5 

lndustrv arouo 
Percent of “serious” 

violations 
All industries 
Construction 38 --- __- ----. 
Manufacturing 45 _-- -. ..-- __--- -__ 
Wholesale/retail trade/services 40 I_-- 
Other 33 

Table Vll.14: Data for Figure IV.6 

Worksite size 
Percent of “serious” 

violations 
All worksites 

Fewer than 20 employees .___-__ 
20-499 emelovees 

40% 

38 -.-.__ 
44 

500 or more emDlovees 50 

Table Vll.15: Data for Figure IV.7 

lndustrv arow 
Average penalty 

1 2 3 4 

Construction $71 $164 $346 $5 -I_ _-.-.___-. 
Manufacturing 122 218 472 6 _-- ---. 

- 
Wholesale/retail trade/services 87 195 350 .----3 

Other 107 157 254 3 a 

Table VII.16: Data for Figure IV.6 

Worksite size 
Average penalty 

1 2 3 4 

Fewer than 20 employees 
20-499 employees 

500 or more emnlovees 

$68 $155 $298 $4 --~-.-..- 
126 230 460 7 

201 281 714 12 
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Appendix VIII 

Major Contributors to This Report 

Human Resources Carlotta C. Joyner, Assistant Director, 

Division, Washington 
Charles A. Jeszeck, Assignment Manager 
Susan L. Sullivan, Evaluator, Computer Science 

D.C. ’ Virginia Douglas, Reports Analyst 

Philadelphia Regional David J. Toner, Regional Management Representative 

Office 
James A. Slaterbeck, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Michelle Walker, Senior Evaluator 
Marilyn R. Fisher, Computer Programmer Specialist 
Harry S. Shams, Design Methodology Specialist 
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(205160) 

OSHA'S Oversight of Federal Agency Safety and Health Programs 
(GAO/T-HRD-9131, May 16, 1991). 

Occupational Safety & Health: OSHA Policy Changes Needed to Confirm 
That Employers Abate Serious Hazards (GAOIHRD-91-36~11, May 8, 1991). 

Occupational Safety & Health: Options For Improving Safety and Health 
In the Workplace (GAO/HRD-90-66BR, Aug. 24, 1990). 

How Well Does OSHA Protect Workers From Reprisal: Inspector Opinions 
(GAO/T-HRD-90-8, Nov. 16, 1989). 

Occupational Safety & Health: OSHA Contracting for Federal Rulemaking 
Activities (GAOIHRD-89-~O~BR, June 16, 1989). 
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